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Dukes trounce Eagles, 72-0
Division II Lock Haven didn't stand a chance in JMU's opening game
our standards," senior quarterback Charles Berry said. "I
think everyone knew that coming into the game."
Berry, beleaguered by
injuries one year prior, was
able to give the 11,000 Bridgeforth fans what they've been
looking forward to — a healthy
leader and a
passing
game.
"We
really needed to show
that
we
could throw
the
ball,"

BY ANDREW TUFTS

sports editor

Talk about a serious role
reversal.
Last year the Dukes suffered a 47-0 slaughter at the
hands of the Hokies in Blacksburg, a team that went on to
become the
second best
team in all the
land. Fortunately, it didn't phase the
Dukes, who
went on to
share
the
Atlantic-10
— Charles Berry coach Micksenior quarterback ey Matthews
crown with
-.-.
said. "We
Massachu7?
did that"
setts.
Lessons
In the first
must be learned from losses — half, Berry completed 13 of 15
and wins — and the Dukes put passes for 166 yards and one
the lesson they learned from touchdown.
He finished the game with
Tech into practice this weekend when they plastered the 241 yards on 16 of 20 passes
Bald Eagles of Lock Haven and two touchdowns.
After it was all said and
University 72-0. Granted, Lock
Haven is a Division II school, done, seven different people
but did you expect JMU to play were at the end of Berry's
at a lower level just to make the passes.
game exciting?
see EAGLES, page 31
"They just weren't up to

-u

They just weren't up to
our standards. I think
everyone knew that...

XRIS THOMAS/photo editor

Freshman Dennard Melton, #48, and junior Derrick Lloyd, #58, and another player take a Lock Haven
player down - a common play in a same that gave the Dukes a 72-0 win.

JMU tops
rankings
again

Coalition meets
to discuss riot
BY JEN BONDS

news editor
Leaders from the JMU and
Harrisonburg communities met
Friday morning to discuss university and city relations upon
the request of JMU President
Linwood Rose, after the Aug. 25
riot in Forest Hills left officials
searching for answers.
The Community Coalition, a
group comprised of JMU admin-

You Love the Nightlife?
Where do the hippest nightowls go?
Check out the 'Burg's hot hang-out
spots that rock the nightlife scene.
Page 19

istrators, students, area landlords, Harrisonburg business
owners and city officials
reviewed the incident and spent
time brainstorming in order to
take preventative action for the
future.
At the meeting's opening,
Rose thanked those in attendance and expressed regret in
the fact that both JMU and Harsee COMMUNITY, page 7

BY JEN BONDS

news editor

BRENNA BAJLEY/cotUribuling photographer

Community Coalition members Don Harper, Ken McNett, Lee
Shffflett and Mark Sullivan brainstorm at Friday's meeting.

For the seventh year in a row,
JMU was named the top-rated
public regional university in the
South in the annual U.S. News &
World Report college rankings.
JMU moved up a notch this
year to tie with Rollins College, a

Around the World

Kick It Good

So what did you do over your summer vacation? Taking us along on their summer
adventures, three JMU students have very
different tales to share. Pages 20-21

The men's soccer team defeated lona 7-0 on
Friday, and Appalician State 3-2 on Sunday in
the JMU/Sheraton Four Points Invitational.
Page 27

see JMU, page 7

Guatemalan Goodness
Twelve students spent May
session improving water systems and trading cultural customs in Guatemala. Pag* 3
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EGHAN MURPHY
police reporter
Two female students reported an
assault and suspicious activity Sept.
1 at 12:48 a.m. on Bluestone Drive
near South Main Street.
The two students had been
walking east toward the residence
halls when they were approached
by a white male who was a
passenger in what the victims
reported was a white, mid-90s
model BMW 325i with tan interior.
The operator stayed in the car and
followed while the passenger got
out and attempted to engage the
students in conversation. The
subject attempted to put his arms
around both victims and reportedly
touched the breast of one of the
females as she pulled away.
Both victims began to scream for
help from passers-by, but no one
came to their aid. The women fled
to Hoffman Hall and called the
campus police. The two subjects left
the scene immediately heading in
the direction of South Main Street.
One of the subjects reportedly
verbally threatened the women
when they ran and called lor help.
In other matters, campus police
report the following:
Underaged Consumption of
Alcohol
• A JMU student was judicially
referred Sept. 1 at 1:27 a.m. on the
sidewalk near Gibbons Hall for
underaged consumption of alcohol.
Grand Larceny
• A vehicle parked in Z-lot off of
Port Republic Road was entered
possibly by means of a "Slim Jim"
tool between 5 p.m. Aug. 26 and 3
p.m. Aug. 29.
The dashboard was destroyed
when the Kenwood FM/AM CD
Player was removed. Also taken
was an Infinity 400-watt amplifier, a
Sony 100 amplifier, and a California
Acoustics Crossover Splitter.
The total amount of damage and
stolen property is valued at
approximately 52,150.
• A Model 99 Winbook Laptop
Computer in a black leather case
was stolen from a room in the Tri-

Sigma sorority house between 3
p.m. Aug. 26 and 9 a.m. Aug. 27
while the victim was moving in.
The report was delayed because
the victim was searching through
her possessions looking for the
computer.
• Stereos were removed by
breaking into the windows of three
out of four cars in the R-2 lot
between 3:30 a.m. and 4:44 a.m.
Sep. 1.
It is undetermined as to whether
anything was taken from the fourth
vehicle.
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• Transfer Student Organization meeting, 6 to 7 p.m., Taylor 311, contact Brian at 433-6692
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Possible Grand Larceny
• A victim reportedly left her wallet
containing credit cards at the Taylor
Down Under ATM machine Aug. 29
at 12 p.m. When she returned, the
wallet was gone.
Destruction of Property
• The rear right window of a car
parked in the R-2 lot was broken out
between 11 a.m. and 8:45 p.m. Aug.
30.
Nothing was removed from the
vehicle.
• A window of a vehicle was
broken out between 11 p.m. Aug. 30
and 1:33 p.m. Aug. 31 in R-2 lot.
Nothing was removed from the
vehicle.
• A window of a vehicle was
broken out between 12 p.m. Aug. 30
and 6:05 p.m. Aug. 31 in R-2 lot.
Nothing was removed from the
vehicle.
Suspicious Persons
• JMU cadets observed four white
males loitering around the area of
Long Field/Mauck Stadium Aug. 29
at 12:08 a.m.
The subjects fled the area when
they observed the cadets.
Responding officers searched the
area, but the subjects were not
found.
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t iAgua, por favor!
JMU students upgrade
water systems in Guatemala
see below
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"We want to find students that
are flexible and willing to live in
a third-world country."
BRUCE CLEMENS

program director

ISAT students go to Guatemala
Summerjourney allows students to upgrade water, earn credits
BY LAURA BURNS AND TOM STEINFELDT

contributing writer and news editor
The opportunity to apply knowledge and
skills while experiencing a new culture was
realized by 12 JMU students who journeyed
to Guatemala this summer for a month-long
project to upgrade water systems.
For the second consecutive summer,
Bruce Clemens, a College of Business
instructor and former ISAT assistant professor, led a May session program in
Guatemala where students created access
databases to improve the country's archaic water systems.
Students worked with Agua del
Pueblo, a private voluntary agency established in 1972 which provides water to 300
communities, accounting for 15 percent of
the country's water supply. The agency is
located in Xale, about a four-hour drive
from the capital of Guatemala City.
The students concentrated on improving the agency's efficiency by installing
new data systems and by teaching their
computer knowledge.
Open to all students with sophomore
standing or higher, the program counted
for two three-credit ISAT courses. Eleven
of the 12 students were ISAT majors, the
other an ISAT minor.
Senior Sarah Bittenbender said the
language barrier between the Spanishspeaking Guatemalans and the students
proved to be the biggest obstacle.
Clemens, and Fasha Strange, an ISAT secretary senior, often served as translators
as students constructed the computer system from scratch.
"A lot of the time it was really frustrating," Bittenbender said. "But now that I
look back on it, it was a great experience."
The students installed the programs in
Spanish and developed a Spanish users
manual to show the Guatemalans how to
effectively use the system.
Bittenbender said emphasis was
placed on explaining how to operate
the system so their efforts had a lasting impact.
She said the Guatamalans were left
without a clear understanding of how to
use the system after the first program
in 1999.
In addition to gaining practical experience, Clemens pushed the students to
engage with the Guatemalans to gain a
true taste of a new culture.
Students met with community leaders,
rode the crowded and rickety public transit and spent an afternoon digging trenches for the water system in the village of
Nawahala to get a real-life understanding
of the Guatemalan way of life.
Clemens, who had spent many years
in Guatemala, now works closely with
Agua de Pueblo, and is a board member
with the agency. He has organized many
weekend trips in the Central American

country of 11.1 million people.
One trip to the village of Panima Quib,
one of the first places Agua del Pueblo
installed a water system, provided great
insight into the practices and functions in
the third-world nation, Bittenbender said.
She met with the village leader, a 22-year
old man with a sixth-grade education.
Bittenbender said further education is
only offered in cities, and villagers do not
have the transportation or money to
afford the schooling.
Public buses also provided great
adventures for the students. Described as
the "chicken bus" by the students, these
jam-packed, beaten-up machines also carried caged chickens.
"You pray for your life every time you
get on a bus," Bittenbender said.
The positive reaction Clemens received
from students after showing slide shows
of Guatemala and talking about his experiences at JMU encouraged him to organize the summer sojourn.
In addition to their work with the computer system, this summer's students also
developed Web sites for the water agency
and the University of Tulan, located in Xale.
"I liked that in Guatemala we weren't
just learning theoretical information, but
practical information that we could
apply," senior Amy Grills said.
An experience in a nation lacking
many amenities taken for granted in
the United States did have some
downfalls.
Several students suffered from illness after a day at the hot springs,
latrines replaced indoor plumbing in
some villages, and there is no trash collection system.
A natural disaster affected students in
the summer of 1999, when an earthquake
that rated 6.4 on the Richter scale rocked
the country.
But experiencing the customs and
behaviors in a less developed nation
opened students to ideas and situations
never before considered.
"It was wonderful to see a whole different
world," Bittenbender said. "I would have
never expected Guetemala to be like that"
The cost of studying in Guatemala is
$3,400 for Virginia students and $4,400 for
out-of-staters, and includes round trip airfare to Guatemala, housing food, tuition
and books.
"We want to find students that are
flexible and willing to live in a third
world country," Clemens said. "Ernest
Hemingway said, 'Guatemala is so
beautiful it hurts.' This is the greatest
thing I could ever imagine doing for
these students."
Clemens is pursuing the possibility
of adding a business class to next
year's trip, but the official decision to
continue the program will not come
until December.

PHOTO COURTESY OF SARAH BITTENBENDER
Junior George Parish digs a trench while local Nawahalan children look on. Students
spent an afternoon digging trenches and experiencing the Guatemalan way of life.

PHOTO COURTESY OF SARAH BITTENBENDER
Senior Sarah Bittenbender, junior Suzanne Foss, senior Amy Grills and junior
George Parish pose with a group of Guatemalan children during their summer tour.
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• Employment opportunities
tor JMU (acuity and students

H0RI2QNS

• Group Program Facilities
winterized cabins, pool, high &
low ropes course and more!
• Easy drive from JMU

Camp & Conference Facility

1-800-729-9230
540-896-7600
FAX 540-896-5455
Ride the Massanutten mountains!
Email: camp@horizonsva.com
• Trail rides available for groups ■
www.camphorizonsva.com

Take advantage of the fall weather...

or individuals • Western riding lessons - learn on
great horses by experienced instructors

Camp Horizons
3586 Horizons Way
Harrisonburg, VA. 22802

Start the Fall Semester off right!!!
Keep that summer shape and tan with a semester
•membership at Every Body's Gym.
Right now a semester membership is ONLY $99.00!
Bring in this advertisement when you sign-up and receive
a FREE tanning session!
OFFER GOOD UNTIL
9/15/00

How would you like to get PfilD
to go to PARTIES?
Classic Photography Inc. is looking
for photographers beginning immediately.

44 Miller Circle
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
574-2496

*No experience necessary*
If you are interested, please call
Ray or Chad at 800-768-3987

** Hammer Strength ** Cybex ** Icarian " Free Weights"
" Life Fitness Cross Trainers" Treadmills" Bikes** Steppers "*
** AeroPics ** Supplements** Professional Staff **

Premier college bands at a discount!

MAO^T^ET
BAR & GRILL

$2.00 off every band, every
Wednesday with JAC Card!

"MAiNSTREET MADiSON MADNESS"
THIS WEDNESDAY SEPT.

6...

Roots Rock, Funk & Groove with Two National Acts:
Tickets at the door
18 & up show

UTRIS & O.A.R.

•$7.00 cover just
$5.00 with JAC Card

recently on tour with Widespread Panic!
ATTN: JMU - JMU Special Event Tuesday Sept. 12
Super smooth & talented Virginia Coalition with Ga Ave & The Franklins
Tickets at the door just $4.00 with JAC 18 & up show
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Colleges
Student shot at Marquette University
MILWAUKEE — A Marquette University graduate student was shot
and wounded near the campus last Tuesday night, according to
police reports.
Authorities have released limited details on the shooting, but Lt.
Tim Burkee told the Associated Press that at approximately 10:30
p.m. Tuesday night, a witness saw two men attempt to rob the 29year-old student, with one of the men then shooting him in the
abdomen. Detectives have not yet taken anyone into custody.
Froedtert Memorial Lutheran Hospital spokesman Mark
McLaughlin told the AP that the victim, admitted Tuesday night, is in
satisfactory condition.

Former U. of Vermont athlete receives $80,000
for hazing incident
BURLINGTON, Vt. — Less than two weeks after strengthening its
policy against hazing on campus, the University of Vermont reached
an $80,000 out-of-court settlement with a former hockey player whose
story helped trigger the new policy.
Goaltender Corey LaTulippe joined the Catamounts last year as a
freshman, but left the team after an October incident in which he
claims all first-year players were forced to walk naked holding each
other's genitals, drink excessive amounts of warm alcohol, and eat
seafood pie until they vomited.
LaTulippe's lawyer subsequently slapped the university with a
federal lawsuit. University administrators and some of LaTulippe's
teammates were also named.
After an internal investigation in January found several athletes
untruthfully denying the events of the hazing, university President
Judith A. Ramaley canceled the remainder of the Catamounts'
1999-2000 season. Additionally, authorities charged two players with
providing alcohol to minors.
Last week, the board of trustees approved a new anti-hazing
policy, which, in line with a state measure passed earlier this year,
prohibits any act intended to "humiliate, demean or endanger the
mental or physical health of a student," regardless of the person's
willingness to participate in the act.
In addition, the university plans to continue a preventive education
program that began in June, and have approved funds for a Life Skills
program for student athletes.
A Life Skills coordinator will arrive Friday to further establish and
eventually teach the program, which promotes team-building
experiences and cooperation.
Since the hazing incident took place, LaTulippe has left Vermont
entirely and is now attending another school.
In a statement earlier this year, Ramaley said that it is the
university's responsibility to set an example by which other schools
can follow.
"Our most important legacy may be to take a leadership role in
finding, instituting and sharing solutions," she said.

Student impaled on bars in fall from window
LOS ANGELES — A University of Southern California student was
impaled on wrought-iron security bars after she fell from her secondstory apartment in an off-campus housing complex, police said.
The woman, 18, was taken with the window security bars still
inside her to County-USC Medical Center, where she was recovering
Friday from soft tissue damage, said Lt. Art Blair of the school's
Department of Public Safety.
She was in fair condition after undergoing surgery, said Jasmine
Barrera, a hospital spokeswoman.
The young woman was sitting on her bed and leaning against a
screen when it broke, said Los Angeles Police Sgt. Peter Casey.
The security bars were covering a first-floor apartment window and
protruded about 6 inches, Blair said. Other residents in the apartment
called campus police and 911 when they heard her screaming, he
said.
Fellow students came to her aid by holding her up until authorities
arrived so that her own body weight did not cause more damage,
Blair sad. A campus police officer went into the apartment and saw
from the inside that she was impaled by two of the iron bars — one on
each side of her spine, he said.
"She was a trooper," Blair said. "She remained incredibly calm.
She's got two prongs in her. This-has got to hurt."
Los Angeles firefighters were able to cut the bars as police
continued to hold her up. They used the bars as a makeshift stretcher
and carried her to a waiting gumey, Blair said.
— FROM WIRE REPORTS
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College students urged to
protect against meningitis
BY BRIAN WHITSON

Newport News Daily Press
As college classes begin across the state, Virginia's Commissioner of Health is encouraging
freshmen moving into campus dormitories to consider a meningococcal meningitis vaccine.
Ten students, seven freshmen, attending colleges
in Virginia contracted the bacterial infection last
spring, but no students died.
Four people died from meningococcal disease in
Virginia in 1999, but none were students.
In a release this week by the Virginia Department
of Health, Dr. E. Anne Peterson, the state's health
commissioner, said college freshmen are more likely
to contract the disease than other college students.
The disease can cause inflammation of the lining
around the brain and bloodstream infections. The
bacteria are spread by direct personal contact with
infected individuals, such as kissing or sharing a
glass or cigarette.
"Freshmen are usually being exposed for the first
time to living in close proximity to other students
and engaging in behavioral and social aspects of college life," Peterson said. "Other undergraduates are
at no higher risk of contracting meningococcal disease than the general public."
Last year, an advisory committee of the Centers
for Disease Control recommended that colleges educate incoming students about meningitis and make
the vaccination easily available. Between December
1999 and April 2000, state health officials reported
three meningococcal cases at the University of Richmond, three cases at Radford University, and one

each at James Madison University, George Mason
University, Virginia Tech and Virginia Intermont
College in Bristol.
"Every year we hear about sporadic cases," said
Diane Woolard, director of surveillance and investigation at the Virginia Department of Health. "It was
very unusual to have two outbreaks on two different campuses in the same semester."
The vaccine, which is effective for up to three
years, is available at most on-campus university
medical centers.
However, health officials said only a small percentage of students actually get sick after being
exposed. Woolard said 25 percent to 30 percent of
college students have the meningococcal bacteria living in their nose and throat, but they don't get sick.
Symptoms of the disease include fever, severe
headache, stiff neck, rash, nausea, vomiting and
lethargy. The infection can lead to permanent disabilities or even death.
Health officials said the vaccine could provide
protection against four strains of the disease, which
cause two-thirds of meningococcal meningitis cases
on college campuses.
The vaccine takes a week to 10 days to become
effective.
Meningitis vaccinations at JMU
Where: University Health Center
When: by appointment
Cost: $70 (cash, check or FLEX)
For more info, call the Health Center at X6177

U.S. cocaine seizures
double in Pacific Ocean
BY MOLLY MOORE

The Washington Post

Seizures of South American cocaine bound for
the United States through the Pacific Ocean have
more than doubled in the last year, and U.S. narcotics authorities say its wide open seas have
replaced the congested Caribbean as the drug cartels' most lucrative trafficking route.
The increased seizures are a result of a major
redeployment of the U.S. Coast Guard's Pacific
Coast forces away from its more traditional missions of fisheries enforcement and support of military exercises that counter drug trafficking activities, senior officials say.
"More than half of the cocaine that leaves South
America is now coming up the Pacific side," said
Rear Adm. Terry Cross, the Coast Guard's chief of
operations. "The drug smugglers are using the
Pacific like any business; they're picking the least
risky and least costly for them."
U.S. law enforcement authorities said the
expanding use of the eastern Pacific as a major drug
trafficking route is particularly troubling because
the open ocean is so difficult to patrol and because
most of the drug shipments are put ashore in Mexico, where law enforcement has been traditionally
lax and drug mafias have exerted growing control
over police and public officials in the past decade.
"In the short term, we anticipate continued
heavy flow through the eastern Pacific," said Vice
Adm. Ernest Riutta, the Coast Guard commander
for the Pacific area. "There's a limit to how much I

can throw out there, and they (the traffickers) have
unlimited resources."
While much of the cocaine in the Caribbean is
moved in open speed boats easily identifiable by
their oversized engines and extra fuel containers,
most cocaine traverses the Pacific in the hulls of
fishing boats or aboard massive container ships that
are virtually impossible to search, law enforcement
authorities and analysts say.
"They bring the drugs in cargo ships, and it
never hits the intelligence radar screen," said
Stephen Flynn, a fellow at the Council on Foreign
Relations who is researching a book on the impact
of globalization on the smuggling of drugs, illegal
immigrants and arms.
In the past year, U.S. agencies including the Coast
Guard, Drug Enforcement Administration and U.S.
Customs, have begun sharing intelligence information and coordinating operations more efficiently.
In a typical seizure in July, the U.S. Coast Guard
Cutter Chase stopped a Colombian fishing vessel
about 900 miles north of Colombia based on intelligence reports of suspected drug trafficking.
A member of the boarding team, Lt. Anna
Slaven, 24, said in a telephone interview from the
cutter that she became even more suspicious when
she noticed the fishing gear appeared not to have
been used in weeks and the crew was far too well
dressed to be fishermen. After hours of searching,
the team discovered half a ton of cocaine bricks
frozen amid crushed ice and rotting shark pieces in
the holds of the 60-foot boat.

NEWS
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Ask around and you'll find Crutchfield
is the place to go for great service and
the best prices on the latest gear.
Harrisonburg:
Market Square East Shopping Center
iRt 33.1 block east of 1-81,
behind Pargos)

(540)434-1000
Charlottesville:
Rio Hill Shopping Center
(Rt.29 and Woodbrook Drive)
(804)817-1100

Space-saving full music system from Aiwa can
also "burn" custom CDs. Includes built-in CD
recorder, 3-disc CD changer, dual cassette deck,
AM/FM tuner and built-in subwoofer.

Get full-featured CD
recording (including titling
and digital level control) from any source —
analog or digital — in this flexible recorder/
player from Philips. Plus, it also functions as
a 2-disc CD changer!

Easy drag-and-drop MP3 recording tops the list of
conveniences in this full-featured MiniDisc
recorder/player from Sharp.
Record from analog, digital
or microphone inputs.

Come in.
can help.

CRUTCHFIELD

Tiny titan from Sony holds
2 hours of skip-proof music!
Listen to MP3 downloads,
songs copied from your
hard drive, or music ripped
from CDs.

\
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Community, JMU leaders examine riot
COMMUNITY, from page 1
risonburg's reputations have been tarnished by the incident.
"Last weekend's events were embarrassing to the city and the university, and
we can't erase what happened," Rose said.
"What is important now is that (Aug. 25's
events) never happen again."
Hillary Wing, assistant director of the
University Health Center and co-chair of
the coalition, urged participants to generate ideas rather than point fingers.
"We are not here as investigators," she
said. "This is not a matter of who's right
and who's wrong, but to make sure this
never happens again."
SGA President Mark Sullivan and Harrisonburg Police Chief Don Harper, both
coalition members, shared student and
police perspectives of the incident.
Sullivan, who had been gathering eyewitness accounts of the clash for the past
week, told coalition members that students thought, "there was a good working
relationship with the police until this
point."
"We do not want the Harrisonburg
community and the media to believe that
we, as students, condone this behavior,"
he said.
General confusion among the crowd
and lack of communication between
police and the crowd were main factors in
the violence at Forest Hills, Sullivan said.
"Many students told me the bullhorn
that was used that night was inaudible,
and though the people at the front of the
crowd could have heard police telling
them to leave, many in the middle and at
the back of the crowd had no idea the
police were even there," Sullivan said.
Students who were ordered to leave
said they didn't know where to go, and

"didn't know how to react to the violence
around them," he said.
"Some students were telling me that
they hid in strangers' basements so they
wouldn't be involved with the outside,"
he said.
Harper said he acknowledged the fact
that the public address system officers
used to communicate with the crowd may
have not been adequate enough to reach
all of the party-goers effectively.
"The HPD deal with crowds of 200 to
300 at the most," he said. "A great number
of people did leave after the first
announcement we gave. It's obvious the
megaphone did not penetrate the entire
crowd."
Harper said, however, police videotapes showed there were individuals who
blatantly disregarded police requests to
disperse the area. A police videographer
filmed the clash behind a line of riot police
at the scene.
Coalition members then broke into
small groups for an hour-long brainstorming session and generated ideas for preventing such situations in the future.
Ideas that were shared among the
coalition included students registering
parties with police, holding landlords
accountable for their tenants' actions, integrating the JMU honor code with students
living off campus and holding regular
meetings with police and residents to discuss relationships within the city, among
others.
Coalition members also suggested consulting with larger universities that have
dealt with similar incidents in the past.
Coalition members brought up the
issue of students not feeling welcomed in
the city by year-round residents.
"There is too much of an 'us versus
them' mentality," a JMU faculty coalition

?Brainstorming Solutions
The Community Coalition worked to think of
ways to avoid a ropoat of the riots...
•student responsibility - more law education^
•capacity ordinances - registering parties
with the HPD
•integrating laws into freshmen orientation
•city council zoning laws - holding landlords
responsible
•tangible welcoming event in the fall for
students and residents
•SGA involvement - appointing off-campus
complex senators
•off-campus housing tax - to bring in
more police

member said. "Being a resident of Harrisonburg, I know that many people who
live here are always excited when the students come back to start class in the fall."
Muhammad Aslam, owner of the
property on Village Lane where the riot
took place, said he was willing to adjust
his leases to curb irresponsible behavior
from tenants. He said he is considering
putting a clause in his leases informing
tenants they will be evicted if they prove
to be a disturbance to the neighborhood
and police.
"I have no problem making one standard lease addressing this subject," he
said. "We want to work with the tenants as
much as we can, because this is affecting
neighbors and the community in general."
Graduate student Kai Safran said he
attended the meeting because he wanted

0

N

to make sure there was some kind of student representation. Safran is not a member of the coalition.
"The media is sensationalizing the
whole thing and it is making JMU look
bad," Safran said. "What needs to be
understood is that this incident involved a
small number of students, not the whole
JMU community."
Sullivan said the meeting was necessary to open lines of communication, but
doubted if the coalition could make recommendations due to lack of information
from both students and police.
"I urge both sides to be open about
what happened, whether it's through
reports or videotapes to shed light on the
incident," he said. "Right now, I don't
think there is enough information to make
recommendations on what to do."

JMU continues
run at top of
rankings
JMU, from page 1
private school in Florida, for second place
among all southern regional public and private
universities, under first place University of
Richmond.
U.S. News & World Report ranks 505 regional
universities that offer a full range of undergraduate programs and some master's degrees,
but few doctoral programs.
The magazine used quality indicators in
seven categories to rank universities, including academic reputation, student retention,
faculty resources, student selectivity, financial resources, alumni giving and graduation
rate.
"This recognition is a reflection of the high
quality of JMU's faculty, staff and student
body," JMU President Linwood Rose said in a
statement. "I am pleased that JMU has not only
maintained its high ranking, but has actually
moved up in the polls and enhanced its academic reputation score during a period of enrollment growth — a time when institutions usually drop somewhat in the rankings."
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BACKING UP THE TEAM: Five avid soccer fans show their devotion for their favorite players: junior Michael Godwin, #26, senior Ed Fox, #15, senior Nikl Budalich, #9, senior Brandon Wright, #3 and one wild card.
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Open 7 Days A Week

The Cornei
Pocket
SunWnl

treet
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775 Cantrell Ave.
(next to Hardees)

432-9996
If Your Doctor Is Miles Away
And You Need Treatment For:

Steaks, Ribs, Salads,
Sandwiches, Pasta, Seafood,
Fresh Baked Bread

Sports Injuries • Sprains • Mono
Strep-Throat • In-house STD Testing
Lacerations

Best Barbecue Ribs in the
Valley

Mon. - Fri.
8 a.m. - 8 p.m
Sat.
10 a.m.-6 p.m
Sun.
1 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Mon-Sat 4-10 pm
Sun 11:30-10 pm
Sunday Brunch 11:30-3:00 pm

with X-ray lab on premises

LIVE JAZZ

EMERGICARE

Every Wednesday Night
7:30 -10:30

Where Patients are Sending Their Friends

No Appointment Necessary
All Major bank cards accepted
and we will file your insurance
claim for you!

1 Mill Street • Staunton, VA

(540) 886-0656
www.millstreetgrill.com •

For clue #1 refer to the business directory.
For clue #2 Log onto www.mchpjiejewelry.com
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I cposit
ssistance
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. Save
VC$
on hook-up
costs!
Xfi07l

Mon-Fri

7:$0am-9:30 pm
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Dining* Cold.
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Off Campus Life

To Do List m
1) Skydiving
2)Bungcc Jumping
3) Base Jumping
4) Everest Summit Climfe(S) White Water Rafting)
Lower Gauley Hike/Raft
Sept: 16th & 17th Cost: $140.00
Register by Sept 7
Pre-Trip Meeting Sept 7th from 7-8:30pm

Don't leave any of your dreams unfulfilled
^Previous rafting experience arid, samming aMits r^ojiiredl
^a ^^^
75 South Court Square
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(540) 433-1833
e-mail: chiago@rica.net
www.mchonejewelry.com

J.ME» ■ .„,.„.,
UNIVtHtllY >!CIEI IION

For more info call: x8700
or
www.jmu.edu/recreation
Sign up at the
Program Registration Desk
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It's different here.
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Floor Hockey Sign-ups begin
Men, Women, Co-Rec
Entries Due: Sept. 4 - 7
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Registration Deadline for:
Lower Gauley Hike/Raft (2-day trip)
Trip Date: Sept. 16 & 17
Cost: $140

Sept. 6

Info Session for:
Fitness Instructor Training Program
Time: 4 - 5pm
Find out if you have what it takes to be a
UREC Fitness Instructor.
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Fall Into Fitness & Nutrition Info Table
Time: 4 - 7pm

i

^ep^t. 5

Flag Football Officials'
Clinic
Time: 6pm

Flag Football Officials' Clinic
Time: 5pm and/or 8pm

Tension Time-Out
Time: 4 - 7pm
Come and a free 5 minute
massage!

Registration Deadline for:
Fridley's Gap Day Hike
Trip Date: Sept. 9
Pre-trip Meeting: Sept. 5
Time: 5 - 6:30pm
Cost: $10.00

1

The Center for Multicultural/
International Student Services

SjpotCigfit
"" On...

fl

•2000
Comedy
Tour¥>
Tuesday,
September

Joe Clair

5,2000
7 pm

Grafton-Stovall
Theater
■

FREE!

Dominique
For more Information Contact CMISS at x6636

Climbing School
Time: 9am - 2pm
Cost: $8 off of FLEX
Learn to Swim - Private Lessons
Dates: Sept. 9 - Dec. 2, Weekends
Cost: $12.00 per hour
All skill levels - Available by
appointment only! Call X8726.

Sept. 10
Outdoor Leadership Training
Time: 7:15 -8:45pm

t

^Sto

Registration Deadline for:
Lower Gauley Hike/Raft (2-day trip)
Trip Date: Sept. 16 & 17
Cost: $140

^£K

Sept. 9

Floor Hockey Officials' Clinic
Time: 5pm
Sign up at the UREC Program Registration
desk. For more info, call x8700 or visit
http://www.jmu.edu/recreation.
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our way to
buy books for your classes,
Le commons
and pick up one that's free.

2000
JMU's yearbook covering the 1999-2000 academic year

did you reserve your book last year?
then come to the commons in front of D-Hall
Monday and Tuesday, Sept. 11 & 12 from 9 to 4:

if you didn't reserve your book last year
then come to the commons in front of D-Hall
Wednesday - Friday, Sept. 13-15 from 9 to 4
remaining books are first-come, first-serve
'Any student who does not pick up their reserved book by 4 o'clock on the 12th will lose their reservation but can still attempt to
pick up a yearbook starting the 13th. AH other students must wait until the 13th. Freshmen and transfers will not be able to get a
copy of the book. The number of books available is limited, so to make sure you get your copy, even if you have reserved it, please
pick up your book during the above dates and times. If you have questions concerning your reservation, distribution or other
concerns, please call us at x654l.
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Highlawn
Pavilion

THE VALLEY'S SUPER STORE

0

Presents the
Biggest Show in
Harrisonburg... .
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EVERY STUDENT GETS
10% OFF EVERY
ITEM ALL THE TIME W/ [AC!
*DOES NOT INCLUDE SALE MERCHANDISE.

432-1500

LOCATED IN VALLEY MALL

Simply The Best!
Foxhlll Townhomes, JMU's newest student
community, offers the latest designs in
student housing floor plans! Large,
individual private bedrooms, semi-private
baths, two living areas and plenty of parking.
Quiet, townhome style units-not apartments
or condominiums.

GibbXDroll

TUESDAY,. SEPT. 5th
• 18 & over
» 9 pm. showtime
$6 in advance
434-PAV2
2061-F Evelyn Byrd Avenue
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

•4 bedroom
•2 bath
•Over 1450 sq.ft.
•Storage
•Refrig. with ice maker
•Dishwasher
•Disposal
•Range
•Microwave
•Washer/dryer
•On bus route
•Vaulted ceiling
oxhill

Tiuwnliomes

•Call NOW!
•We have just a few rooms available for
FALL 2000!
•YES! We have Ethernet!
Come check out the newest, the
largest, the best off campus
housing available at JMU!
9a.m.-5p.m. M-F
Stt*ttSB

Office/Model
1512 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA

432-5525
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"To the press alone, chequered
as it is With abuses, the ivorld is
indebted for all the triumphs
zvhich have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
— James Madison
Editor
Managing editor
Ads manager
Photo director
News editor
News editor
Asst. news editor
Opinion editor
Style editor
Focus editor
Sports editor
Asst. sports editor
Copy editor
Asst. copy editor
Photo editor
Photo editor
Graphics editor

Advisers

Gina Montefusco
Alison Manser
Haylie Lum
Carrie Klinker
)en Bonds
Tom Steinfeldt
Richard Sakshaug
Sieve Glass
Julie Sproesser
Amanda Capp
Andrew Tufts
Travis Clingenpeel
Steve Janzen
Kristen Petro
Xris Thomas
Cindy Tinker
Ryan Pudloski
Flip DeLuca
Alan Neckowitz

EDITORIAL POLICY
The home editorial reflects the opinion of the
editorial hoard as a whole, and is not
ncceMarih, die opinion of any individual staff
member of the llrecze.
EDITORIAL BOARD:

Gina Montefusco ... editor
Alison Manser ... managing editor
Steve Glass ... opinion editor

Letters to the editor should be no more than
500 words, columns should be no more than
800 words, and both will be published on a
■pace available basis. They must be delivered to
The Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 pan. Friday.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity
and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this Raff,
or James Madison University.

Close, but no cigar in alleviating parking issues
With the school year in full
swing, students are starting
to get used to being back in
class and the routinization of another
academic term. For many students,
part of that routine has become the
need to leave home a half hour or
more before class to attempt to get a
parking space on campus.
With the parking deck behind
Bridgeforth Stadium seemingly on
halt thanks to a lack of solid building
ground, students are holding their
breath and wondering if there is any
end in sight to the nightmare of parking on campus.
Not helping matters, Parking Services is changing who can park where
in certain lots and in some cases, not
allowing students to park where they
once were allowed. A prime example
is Rl, formerly X-lot, one of the
biggest parking lots on campus and a
favorite of commuting parkers, is
now for residents only. In the face of
obvious shortages in student and
faculty parking, how much sense
does it make to take away hundreds of available parking spaces
away from commuting students?
With seemingly more students driving this year than ever before, it
was obvious that some action needed to be taken to help alleviate the

problem.
Enter the Parking Services and
their recent car pool pass idea, a
seemingly futile attempt at solving
a problem that will never be
solved. The idea, in theory, is a
good one. Four students pay $70 collectively a semester for the pass,
which includes four bumper sticker

Who knows, maybe they
can find more solid
ground on the quad
-»permits and one hang tag, which
must be displaying in a car with the
bumper sticker.
This would seem a good idea,
right? This way you can put four people in a car, which opens up three
parking spots on campus. The only
problem is the challenge of coordinating four students' schedules in a way
that makes the program beneficial
and convenient. In most cases that's
pretty tough. Maybe if all four students drove to campus early in the
morning and met back at the car after

dinner that would work. But students
have classes all over campus, not to
mention the fact that many students
have jobs or play sports and can't rely
on another driver to make sure they
get to where they need to be.
Perhaps if the car pool pass was
offered to a group smaller than four,
where it would be easier to coordinate the schedules of the users, the
program might be more successful.
Or perhaps the group of four commuters could get two hang tags. The
idea is worth working on, but it
needs some fine-tuning if it is going
to work.
The fact of the matter, however, is
that regardless of the efforts JMU is
taking to fix the problem, (and by
taking away parking lots they're really only adding to the problem), there
are still way too many drivers and
not enough places for them to park.
If the parking deck ever gets off the
ground it will probably go a long way
in solving the problem. Who knows,
maybe they can find more solid ground
on the quad.
In the meantime, we'll all just have to
leave our homes a little earlier and join
the ranks of others, circling campus parking lots like sharks looking for blood,
hoping that they can get to a departing
student's spot before someone else.
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STEVE GLASS

THE GLASS IS HALF FULL

Goat boy, smoking monkeys and other oddities
When I was a freshman, I sort of
hung out with this guy who always
talked about "the streak." "The streak"
was the number of consecutive weekends this guy had gone with a hook up,
a different girl each time. Hearing him
talk about the streak was nauseating,
not because I was in any way jealous,
but more because this guy looked like a
goat, which in some circles earned him
the nickname "Goat boy." In any event,
the occasional mental picture that came
into my mind of Goat boy getting with
some girl was enough to make my ears
bleed every time he put his thumbs in
his trousers, hiked them up, and started
in with, "Well boys, the streak's going
on five weekends."
I wish I had known then, some three
years ago, all of the random facts, laws
and information 1 have come to know
today. For instance, had I known then
what I know now about the sexual
prowess of the lion, I would have put
my thumbs in my trousers, hiked them
up and said back, "You think that's
impressive? Well, some lions are known
to mate over 50 times a day. How you
like them apples?" Maybe then this kid
would've gotten the hint that I didn't
really like him that much, and I wouldn't have had to given his Ben Folds Five
CD back at the end of the year.
But that was then and this is now,

and here, some three years into my
quest for a Bachelor of Science degree,
the knowledge 1 value above all else is
all the random and useless information,
like the sexual habits of the king of the
jungle, that I gathered over the Internet
or via e-mail in my time here.
Far more important than anything I
know about Socrates, cirrus clouds or
armadillos is the fact that in Lebanon,
men are legally allowed to have sex
with animals, as long as the animal is a
female. Sex with a male animal is a
crime punishable by death.
If that doesn't make you want to talk
on the big white phone, think about
this: in Cali, Colombia, a woman may
only have sex with her husband, and
the first time this happens the mother
must witness it. And you thought
that time your mom walked in on
you in the middle of a session of
"heavy petting" was embarrassing.
Of course, speaking of moms, in
Santa Cruz, Bolivia, it is illegal for a man
to have sex with a woman and her
daughter at the same time, which
prompted the person who sent me the
forward which I got this from to presume, rightly so, that this was a big
enough problem to warrant the passage
of such a law.
Changing gears a bit, the tropical fish
market is a booming part of the English

Darts
and Pats
Darts & Pals are submitted anonymously and
printed on a space-available basis. Submissions
are based upon one person's opinion of a given
situation, person or event and do not necessarily
reflect the truth.

economy. Why? Because in Liverpool,
topless saleswomen are legal, but only
in tropical fish stores. On the subject of
employment, in Guam there are men
whose job it is to travel across the country and take the virginity of young
women. The reason? It is illegal for virgins to marry in Guam. And you
thought business majors had it right.
Speaking of numbers, the state of
Kansas once passed a law rounding off
the value of pi to 3. Staying with state
laws, in Zion, Illinois, it is illegal for
anyone to give lighted cigars to dogs,
cats, and other domesticated animals
kept as pets. In neighboring Indiana, a
South Bend monkey ignored this law in
1924 and was convicted of smoking a
cigarette and given a $25 fine.
Have plans for the weekend? Well, I
hope they don't include taking a lion to
the movies in Baltimore, because that's
illegal. And if you're planning on
going to St. Louis, don't bother sitting
on the curb drinking beer from a
bucket, because even that's illegal.
And if you're ever in Hartford, Connecticut, don't even think of crossing
the street on your hands, because
they'll nab you for that, too. And with
hunting season coming up, bear in
mind that it is legal to hunt with a
rifle in Norfolk, as long as the hunter
is 15 feet off the ground.

My roommate is a hunter and
couldn't tell me that. He can tell you
from living with me though that if
you farted consistently for 6 years and
9 months, enough gas would be produced to create the energy of an
atomic bomb. Subsequently, there's
no smoking in our apartment.
Closer to home, did you know
that there are more chickens on
earth than humans? (I wonder
then if it smells like Harrisonburg
in any other parts of the world)
In any event, it sometimes
scares me that my brain is jam
packed with all of this information,
yet I've gone to school for more
than 14 years of my life and couldn't possibly find the volume of a
Kleenex box. But whenever I feel
discouraged or without purpose, I
always remember this fact: Winston Churchill, one of humanity's greatest treasures, was
born in a women's bathroom
during a dance.
Steve Glass is the
opinion editor
who was once
arrested for wearing his underwear
over his pants.

Dart...

Dart...

A "that's-hardly-fair" dart to the bouncers at one
restaurant/bar who let 90-pound, long blond, curlyhaired, braless-girls in before other beautiful girls
who waited over 50 minutes to get in.
Sent in by a senior, C-cup woman who is proud to
no longer be wearing GAP Kids.

A "why-don't-you-mind-your-own-business" dart
to the guy at the bus stop who was obviously
listening to my conversation on Thursday.
From a sophomore girl who was having an A and
B conversation and thought you should C your way
out of it.

Dart...

Dart...

A "you're-only-compounding-the-problem" dart to
parking services for closing X-lot to commuter
students.
Sent in by one senior who paid $140 to be able to
park on campus, and now wonders where.

A "lets-leave-the-cell-phones-at-home" dart to the
DKNY girl in my sociology class.
Sent in by a freshman who thinks its rude to get
phone calls in the middle of a lecture.

Pat...
A "you're-a-pretty-cool-dude" pat to the guy in
Taylor Hall who offered to sit with my dog while I
ran in.
Sent in by a senior who was happy you offered.

Pat...

Pat...
A "thanks-for-your-help" pat to the tall guy who
got my frisbee out of a tree.
From a shy junior who wants you to know that
she's gotten better whipping the disc since then.

Pat...

A "lets-do-it-again" pat to the girl I met downtown
A "thanks-for-your-help" pat to the good ladies at
who watched the sunrise with me on Friday morning.
Warren who helped everybody with registration
Sent in by a sophomore who thinks you 're super
blues.
and
a wonderful conversationalist.
Sent in by a frustrated senior who appreciates your
kind ways and smiling faces.
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WeJTan Fix It!

worldwide
wire

& Basket City

services
.iv.iil,.hlt ■

Hamsonburg.VA 22801

(540) 432-0280

wi.i.ct )\n:
BACK

&5

540-433-7789

Plowers [OK all
occassicms

•

s Lipenoc 3>er*vic:e

• Delivery

Whatever you
need, we aim
to please

800-822-0577
24? Nefl Avenue

8:30-4:30 Man, Tuts.

CHECK OUT STUDENT SPECIALS!
all major credit cards accepted

fnends don't let friends drive drunk

•We can repair ALL brands of bikes .
•Come in A check out our Fall Specials
•Close to campus-down the hill from Papa John's

Tliurs & Fri
H:.«>.4:<><) Wed

K:3(l-1:1)0 Sal

THANKS STUDENTS
FOR YOUR PATIENCE WITH MOVE IN

U.S. Department of Transportation

reeze
ABn

Reaching U»e James Madbon University "
romnvuni If Tor over 75 years.

Pamper your pets
at Valley Vets!

Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly
Small Animal* Medical
Surgery • Boarding •
Grooming

433-VETS
(8387)
498 University Blvd.
Across from COSTCO
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JEFF CRETZ

Student explains talk show formats
New semester, new roommate. Not
only is he a cool guy, he brought all the
necessities for an equipped college dormitory room, including the TV. For the
last two weeks, I have been living off
talk shows with names like Springer,
Maury Povich, Montel Williams, Sally
Jesse Raphael, Ricki Lake and Jenny
Jones. Are these shows actually human
interest events, ratings boosters, or just
plain old trash that should be done
away with?
The most talked about talk show for
the longest time has been "The Jerry
Springer Show." Not only does Springer
attract what seems to be the decay of our
society, but also the most controversial
stories and topics.
Springer's show has four main topics:
I.) I'm cheating on you (for juicier stories add: with your sibling, best friend,
family member), 2.) You think I'm a
man, but I'm actually a woman (and
vice versa), 3.) I'm a prostitute, and 4.) I
engage in abnormal sexual practices
and fetishes.
The show is always based on the
same script. It's just different guests,
with minor changes in plot threads. And
aren't Jerry's final words just so original:
Take care of yourself and each other.
Jerry, maybe if your show didn't concentrate on the wrongs of our society,
you wouldn't be pounding the idea into
younger people that it isn't ok to do
what they see. Unlike other talk shows,
Jerry never invites family therapists,

psychologists, or doctors on the show to
help guests. Jerry never offers to pay for
a married couple to go through counseling like Sally might do. But, I knew Jerry
hit a real-time low when they had a
Springer show live on location. A man
so obese that police had to knock down
a side of his house to get him in to an
ambulance to rush him to the hospital. It
showed footage of the ambulance driving to a truck weigh station so the man
could be weighed. Jerry is giving stepby-step commentary on what is happening. I was surprised that this man's story
didn't pertain to the four types mentioned above.
Sally Jesse Raphael has more of the
mushy stories as opposed to Jerry's
sexfests. Raphael loves to do the longlost first loves finally reunited after
many years. Raphael actually appears to
care about her guests and invites professionals in a variety of fields including,
paternity tests, lie-detector tests, mental
health experts and a range of psychologists. The guests seem to be educated,
care about their appearance on national
TV and rarely get in arguments with fellow guests on the stage (or with the
audience for that matter). Sally loves to
do the whole show titled, "My out-ofcontrol teen needs to spend time at boot
camp." Sally parades these "outcasts"
on stage, gets them to confess about the
wrongs of their lifestyles, and then
invites drill sergeants from nearby boot
camps to make an appearance to get the

teens scared about their "soon-to-bereality" behind bars. It seems to me that
these drill instructors are easy with their
punishments. If I was one of those guys,
the teens, at the end of their session,
would be unable to force their tear ducts
to cry when they apologized to their
parents and promised to be a straight-A,
responsible, loving teen. Then, at the
end of the show, it gives updates on
how the teens are doing. More than 50
percent of those teens are back to their
usual out till 3 a.m., smoking up, drinking, stealing, vandalizing and getting
pregnant. Is it me, or does that seem to
be a real bad way to dissuade parents
from contacting boot camps?
Who knows what to make of "The
Montel Williams Show"? Williams'
shows have a range of topics; a combination of Springer and Raphael if you
will ... "The Sally-Jerry Jesse SpringerRaphael Show. "
Jenny Jones and Ricki Lake love to do
teen-mothers, fashion shows and
reunions. Jenny Jones usually appeals to
crowds that watch Oprah Winfrey's
show. Not much stuff pertaining to
sex and violence. Jenny loves to bring
on professionals from different
careers as guests to offer their own
opinions on each of the situations.
Ricki has some of the sex-stuff in her
shows, but nowhere near the extent of
Springer's programming.
Maury Povich has shows that encompass all of the other shows. He loves to

bring on those with incredible stories or
life-changing disabilities. He does many
shows on abusive relationships and
domestic abuse. He also brings out this
big and ripped bodybuilder/motivational speaker who excites the victims
and makes them stand up for themselves. As far as I'm concerned, his message is basically the same as Little
Richard's: "Yes I can ...Yes I can!"
I think these shows are just aired so
mornings aren't full of those boring
soap operas. All negative elements of
our society are in someway introduced in these shows. Who knows
how crime would differ if these
shows were not part of national television programming?
Occassionally, one of the shows will be
something that makes you reflect on life
and how lucky you are to be alive and
well. But a majority of the time, these
shows are acts in which people are randomly selected to portray a real life
story and get paid for it. Even less frequently, one of these guests will end up
in a hotel room with the host of the
show (Jerry) or will be murdered shortly after the taping of the show is concluded (Jenny).
Cretz watches a lot of
television and is a
closet fan of
Roseanne's shoiv and
president of her fan
club.
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Topic: What's your favorite crayon color and why?
"Glow-in-thedark, because I
can do my
homework in the
dark."

D

(AMI

</

SPOTLIGHT

MEGHAN MONTGOMERY/wniorphotographer

Julie Foley
freshman, IDLS

"Bluish/greenish
/brownish
because
it
reminds me of
the ocean back
home."
Sarah Thomas
sophomore, Spanish

"Purple, because
everything I own
is purple."

Jacqueline Simek
sophomore, hospitality

"Black, because
it's Euro and I
am fresh off the
boat."

Mark Avallone
senior, CIS

Think your good opinions?
Prove it!
Write for the Opinion section of
The Breeze.
Stop by The Breeze office in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger or call x3846.
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Y2 STAY...

Research shows that students who live on campus
are likely to be more involvedthan those who live off campus
Stay on campus and fill that resume!

Stay here!

Here is Good!
on Tee o\ residence bfi
h le
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY*.
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BfcON

ON A FILL-UP OF 8
GALLONS OR MORE
Unlimited Local Calling
$40 unlimited local calling plan
plus a refurbished digital PCS phone
for only 99C when you sign up for
the nTown plan.

Good at Participating Locations in Hanisonburg & Rockingham County
Not Valid With Any Other Offer. No Copies Accepted. Exp 9/30/00
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Regional Calling Plan
Large 10-state calling region.
No Roaming or long distance.

Go*
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NTELOS lets you use your wireless
digital PCS phone to connect to the
Internet. With plans starting as low as $10
per month, you can log-on wherever you go.
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ja8Xi
More ways to bring
more people together
432-6353
600 University Blvd.
& Valley Mall
www.ntelos.com
Some Restrictions Apply.
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Wireless
Internet Access
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Wooden Boxes
Wooden Trays
Wooden letters
Wooden Paddles
Paper JVlache
Rubber stamps of Greek letters
Ceramic beads of Greek letters
10% off wooden padd les and
letters with JAC card
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Open
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Behind
Valley Mall
4349087
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Do _*«»■■ franl (o ^f^rite
in <M>Ue|ce>f
Sftop Ky TVse
f f»iii - rf Of > ■ 11
FVff Wfirf ttf rag Ceratteir-Firee Tutoring
IHftsfFflFrasaira WaSD AD©0 E^tLSSW
iVo appointment necessary.'
vra ttVse VIimage
(But feel free to schedule one if you wish, call ext. X3598)

HELP
WANTED

IMMEDIATE OPPORTUNITIES TO HELP KIDS

Cjet ^rnvoived...

www.kidscampaigns.org
1-888-544-KIDS
dl

Coalition for America's Children

Student Government Elections

iBreeze

' Rrarhfm; Ih* Jams Madison Univrrdry "
community for o»«r 75 years.

t

STUDENT
BEDDING
SALE

SGA Info Nights

September 5th and 6th, 2000
7:00pm
The Loft
Members of the SGA will provide information about running for Class
Council and Senate. Highly recommended for all potential candidates.

10 yr. warranty -

Mattress Sets
Twin Set- 169.00
Full Set-199.00
Queen Set - 249.00
(Hurry while supply lasts!)
Extra Long Twin
(also in stock)

Applications will be available on our website

http://www.jmu.edu/orgs/sga

ALSO IN STOCK.,.
* Large Vinyl Bean Bags
* Open Slock Bedroom Chests,
Dressers & Hals
* Apartment Size Dincltc SVis
* Mod Frames
* Lamps

Applications are due back no later than 5:00pm on September 8, 2000
to the SGA Office, Taylor 234.
Questions??? Call the SGA Office x6376

(

Ifie
FURNITURE
WAREHOUSE

t

1157 South High Shed
Beiide tin- Rimy Wotennwcr
(lusi

SIIUIII

nl I.NIDI'S Pizm)

433-0909
Store Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 10-6 Saturday 10-4
Visa. Mastercard. Discover,
American Express Accepted

i
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Early Oscar Contenders?
A look at September's new releases
— the sure to hit and miss this fall
Page 23
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"This showcase is a way to energize
the student body early in the semester."
ZEPHIA BRYANT, CMISS ASSOC. DIRECTOR
SEE STORY BELOW

After dark in the 'Burg
The best live music, food and rockin'good times
food, the music is now drawing people
out to University Boulevard. Each Thursday, Richmond's Deejay Tyler comes up
to spin everything from '80s hits to Top 40
faves. On Fridays, come out early because
one of the the best singers in the 'Burg,
Kelly May Brown of Shake, will be performing originals and covers. The cover
charges are always low and be sure to
bring proper ID after dark since the age
limit goes up to twenty-one.
Finnigan's Cove: Nestled in the downtown alleyway leading from the parking
garage to Court Square, this fisherman's
paradise is more than just a deep-sea dive.
They regularly have great music, such as
Todd Schlabach and Jimmy O, performing
before a wild late night crowd. Regulars at
Finnigan's know that its the place to go
after a party or after work. The seaworthy
atmosphere and inexpensive drinks all
combine for an exciting time. Don't forget
to bring your IDs,
you must be at least
21 to get in after nine.
HighIaw n
Pavilion: Highlawn
has a lot in store for
the 'Burg this Fall season. There will be
deejay parties featuring some excellent
electronic music every
Wednesday. In addition to these underground evenings,
bands such as Fighting Gravity will play
on the always-popular ladie's nights. The
age limit varies from
18 to 21 so bring ID
when you head out to
XRIS THOMAS//i/i«»» editor the Evelyn Byrd
A favorite hangout of may JMU students, the Biltmore Grill
Avenue club behind
offers great food along with deejayed parties and live bands.
the Mall.

BY KAI SAFRAN

staff writer
Mainstreet: Known for more than just
cover bands, Mainstreet features great
local acts and out-of-town acts on tour as
well. The sound system is simply the best
in town, and the barkeeps are all quite
friendly. Keep an eye out for the upcoming
Burning Spear appearance, along with
semi-local faves Sundried Opossum and
Papa Funk.
The ladie's night and deejay evenings
are relatively inexpensive compared to the
big-name shows. Mainstreet is located
where else but Main Street in the historic
downtown. Be sure to check age limits,
Mainstreet is one of the few places in town
that is 18 and up for select shows.
Biltmore Grill: The Biltmore is moving away from being just another great
place in Harrisonburg to eat. In addition
to the cozy atmosphere and the wonderful

Artful Dodger:
The famed Internet/coffee bar is
gearing up for a big
fall of bands and
deejays on Court
Square. The cover is
always low and
sometimes a small
donation is all you
need to get into the
artsy lounge environment.
The
crowds are as
diverse as they get
in the 'Burg as the
music keeps people
around 'til the wee
XRIS TH()MAS//i/»i«> editor
hours. Plans are for
the indie rock, hard- A quiet coffe house during the day, at night the Artful Dodger
core, and punk features live music and guest performers.
bands to rock out given nights and then be night dining.
followed by underground deejay parties.
Little Grill: The best kept secret of the
No ID is needed at the Dodger.
'Burg is the Grill on Main Street. The food
Calhoun's: The celebrated restaurant is an all-natural eating experience not to
and brewery is consistently serving up the be missed. The restaurant is tiny and the
best drinks and jazz bands in the 'Burg. loving staff treat customers like real peoThe atmosphere is upscale and the outside ple. When the food stops on certain nights
deck is the absolute destination for any the drinks continue, and the openmic,
serious patron. Live jazz and acoustic bluegrass and indie rock starts. The covers
singers/bands often grace the place from
are low and there is no ID required unless
Wednesdays through Saturdays. There is you want to drink. A community service
no age limit unless you plan on sampling venture as well, the Grill is closed on
the finest drinks in the town.
Mondays when it becomes the free-foodDave's Taverna: Take visiting friends for-all soup kitchen.
out to Dave's downtown location on
Good Times: Be on the lookout for
Main Street on a Tuesday to show off this massive club and restaurant opening
JMU's jazz band, relax, and eat great near the downtown area on Wolfe Street.
food. They will definitely enjoy the inex- The capacity is 650 and the bar is the
pensive drinks and wonderful Greek cui- longest in the 'Burg. They will have all the
sine. Bring them back the next night to regular concert/club nights and offer
hear local acoustic bands jam. Two IDs Some slamming hip-hop, reggae and deeare a must for anyone trying to drink. jay evenings too. Good Times will be
Dave's is such a popular place to eat that opening soon so peep in the windows
they opened another spot on Port next time you go downtown for a cone at
Republic Road just for delivery and late Kline's, which is next door.

CMISS opens year with side-splitting comedy
BY KlMBERLY MCKENZIE
contributing writer
With the year rolling quickly into gear, the
Center for Multicultural and International Student
Services (CMISS) is working to have students
rolling in the aisles this Tuesday night.
Opening the year of activities with its annual comedy showcase, CMISS will host comedians Joe Clair
,md Dominique in Grafton-Stovall Theater at 7 p.m.
The event, which CMISS has hosted annually
for more than ten years brings professional comedians to JMU's stage in an effort to "energize the
student body early in the semester," said Zephia
Bryant, assistant director of CMISS and coordinator of the event.
Heading the entertainment bill this year is
Clair, who is the former host of Black Entertain-

ment Television's (BET) "Rap City," and a radio
personality for WKYS in Washington, D.C. He
will be joined by fellow comedienne Dominique.
Both Clair and Dominique have been featured on
BET's "Comic View," "Showtime at the Apollo"
and HBO's "Def Comedy Jam."
In past years, the comedy showcase has been
met with great success. Students are able to give
feedback to CMISS about the performances each
year and make suggestions for what they'd like to
see brought to JMU. "Two years ago, students
reported enjoying the performance of comedian
J.B. Smoove so much, he was asked to come back
for the next showcase," Bryant said.
"This showcase is something our students really enjoy, and have asked us to sponsor so we keep
bringing it back," Bryant said.

PHOTOS COURTESY OP CLAIR ENTERTAINMNET CONCEPTS INC
Joe Clair, left, and Dominique, right, headline the CMISS Comedy Showcase
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From a city in Romania to the home of the
King of Rock V Roll, the summer of 2000
proved to be chock-full of experiences
three JMU students will never forget.

Transylvanian
Adventure

Above: Junior Beth Larson pauses for a photo opportunity at
Elvis Presley's grave site Memphis, Tenn.
Above, right: The front of Elvis Presley's home, Graceland,
which is open to the public.
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Story and Photos contributed by Jen McKeever

On July 31, six JMU students
and Rick Hill, the
Presbyterian Campus
Minister, set out on an International
Habitat for Humanity trip to help
build four houses in Dej, Romania, a
city in the heart of Transylvania.
Never did we expect to fall so much
in love with the country, its culture
and its people.
Senior Niki Hammond, junior
Mike Masto, sophomore Leah
Culbreth, sophomore Erika Hoffman,
junior Kathleen Ackerman, Hill and I
flew from Washington, DC. to

Junior Mike Masto and fellow
workers learned a lot about building houses and a culture very different from their own.

Budapest, Hungary, where we spent
a day and a half touring the city. We
then took a nine-hour train ride to
Cluj, Romania, followed by an hour
car ride to the city of Dej.
As the second group of Americans
and the third group of foreigners to
ever step foot in the city, we were
treated very well. We stayed at one of
the nicest hotels, where we were virtually the only guests, and on the
weekend it turned into a popular
disco! We were fed well, eating large
breakfasts, lunches and dinners made
of the finest ingredients that were
used many times to mimic traditional
American foods. We learned very
quickly that pizza is a universal dish.
We worked from eight to five
Monday through Saturday. The foundation was already laid when we
arrived and the wooden frames for
the first floors were erected. Our job
was putting up the walls, the second
story floor and frames and the roof
trusses. We worked right alongside
the families that were actually living
in the homes, which brought us very
close to these people.
We found the language barrier
was not too much of a problem, as
many of the Romanians knew some
English, and thanks to our interpreter,
Laura, we learned some common
Romanian.
These were also the first wooden
homes ever made in the city, as they
normally use brick and stone for their

homes. We found it funny how much
they tried to build to American standards. In a middle of a Romanian
conversation about the house, one
would randomly hear "2 by 4!" They
had no idea what that really meant
because they use the metric system,
but they knew that was what it was
called in America.
Many of us got attached to one
specific family - Simona, Toni and
their son Alex. They loved to play
basketball, so we brought on the
American "dream-on" team and did
our best one Saturday afternoon.
Our experience influenced each of
us very deeply. For three weeks, we
experienced another culture, another
life. We saw how it was to be accepted by those we worked for with open
arms, and to see the skeptical eye as
others saw us on their streets. We saw
how difficult the living situation is
and how much these homes were
needed. We saw how our generation
spent their weekends at discos partying until the wee hours of the
morning.
We saw a young girl steal the
necessities of fruit, drinks and a stick
of deodorant when all of our expensive cameras and other American
material items were more accessible
for the taking. We saw that much of
the Romanian's knowledge of
American life was discovered
through our movies and songs only,
because only 3500 Romanians are
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Happy as a Clam
Contributed by Staff Writer Meghan Murphy
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er my dream came
S able to walk where
>lked and talk where
to my very first visit
e former home of the
jiece of beefcake that
> side of the universe
g that struck me was
iginality. We now
in antique, but in his
te the rebel. From his
vardrobe, Elvis insistndividual. One of the
is Graceland's "junh consisted of a cham;reen shag carpet from
Also, he had outfits to
Is (everything from
al skin).
he grand tour is a
ilvis' personal airmobile and motorcy-

cle collection and a walk through a
museum about his personal life.
Definitely an unforgettable day.
I have to admit that I am a big fan,
but not ridiculously obsessive. There
are some that forced Lisa Marie
Presley to move his remains to
Graceland because police kept on
catching afflicted admirers attempting
to dig up the body. Rather disturbing
if you ask me.
All in all, Elvis' unique blend of
gospel, country and jazz founded
Rock and Roll and had a tremendous
impact on music as we know it. I
wonder if that same fate awaits the
teen idols of today. Sometime in the
future, will we look back on the
Backstreet Boys and Britney Spears as
being founders of a new wave of
music? Doubtful. They'll be lucky if
people even dig up their albums.
Sorry, Britney and company, but you
can't outsing the King.

I didn't intern this summer with
water area. Then, a net must be thrown
some big organization or company,
over the clams to protect them from
I didn't travel abroad, nor did I
outside predators. Here, the clams
spend my days laying out by the pool
grow anywhere from a year and a half
or on the beach. No, like many others
to two years. At this time, they are dug
in college, I worked all summer so that
up, purged of the mud inside, graded
I might decrease the number of phone
according to their size, and sold for
calls home asking for money this
about $3 a dozen. This, of course, is a
school year. (Well, sort of. I'm sure I'll
simplified explanation. The true
be calling home on a regular basis in
process is not as simple as it sounds.
order to score money for "necessities.")
As one of two Clam Shack employThe great thing about working this
ees, I got my hands dirty by grading
summer, however, was that I worked
and selling clams and other types of
away from home. I lived on a farm
seafood, such as shrimp, local crab
located on the last stretch of truly
meat, lobster tails, live crabs, mussels,
undeveloped land on the east coast: the
about 20 species of fish, plus so much
Eastern Shore of Virginia.
more.
The mere mention of the Eastern
I guess you could say I became
Shore confuses a lot of people,
somewhat of a seafood connoisseur
Virginians includthis summer but I
ed. Contrary to the
learned much more
belief of many, the
about two other
Eastern Shore does
things during my
not include
time on the Eastern
Norfolk and
Shore, myself and
Virginia Beach or
other people.
any other city
I assure you that
located on the east
this is not going to
coast of Virginia; it
be the point in the
is a small peninsustory where things
la bordered by
get really sappy as I
Maryland to the
tell you about how
North, the
good people really
Chesapeake Bay to
are, because when
the west and the
they are on summer
Atlantic Ocean to
vacation, this is not
the east. Most peoentirely true.
ple get to it by
However, I rarely
crossing the
dealt with an indiChesapeake Bay
vidual I simply
Bridge, a 17-mile
couldn't stand.
bridge with two
The Mariners
tunnels which you
taught me to really
must pay a $10 toll
accept people, even
to cross.
those fast-paced
People from
travelers who wantthe "shore," as it is
ed their clams now,
referred to by
no matter how
locals, truly amaze
many customers
me. The majority
came in before
of its inhabitants
them. They taught
live off of their
me to take credit for
environmental sur- From the cover of the The Great Machipongo
the things 1 do well
roundings. Cotton, Clam Shack brochure designed by Roger
and not to stress out
com, soy, wheat,
about the things I
Mariner. For more information, go to
potatoes and toma- www.greatclams. com.
don't.
toes are just a few
I think that the
of the crops grown
most important
there. More importantly, however, the
thing they taught me can really apply
clams, crabs, oysters and numerous
toward anyone my age — we're only
species of local fish provide business
going to be this young, with this much
and employment for local watermen or
freedom for a little while and we realkids looking for a summer job.
ly have to make the absolute most of
This is how I began working in The
it, be it either by taking time to drink a
Great Machipongo Clam Shack owned
couple beers with our closest friends
by the appropriately named Roger and
on Friday nights or by selling our posJean Mariner.
sessions and traveling the world for
The Mariners first got into the clam
a year.
business when they bought some
There were no malls, movie thehatcheries and began spawning clams.
aters or clubs where 1 lived this sumSoon after, they sold the hatcheries and
mer, but the time I spent on the
starting farming in their own
Eastern Shore was far more memoclam beds.
rable than any of my other summer
To farm clams, one spreads millions
vacations. I highly recommend taking
of small clams, called seeds, into a
some time to visit this pristine
marked off area of sand in a shallow
peninsula.

The Eastern Sfiere's
Seafoad Outlet "Stere

I from the house they were working on, (L-R) sophomore Leah
omore Ericka Hoffman, senior Niki Hammond, a Romanian volunowner of the house Simona Manyo pose for the camera and
>ture the camraderie within the group on film.
isas a year, making
• out of the
t.
far one American
saw the playfulness
id how much crayons,
and a game of patty
er.
i the conditions of a
ital, where the cockI all night over the
sheets were blood
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stained and you had to bribe the nurses to care for a patient. We saw the
helplessness a doctor had in a hospital
when he knew a certain kind of treatment couldn't be provided as needed.
We saw how simple kindness and
generosity went a long way, as a gift
from Simona was the nee'! ■ e right
off her own neck. We saw .. .vonderful country, met wonderful people
and had some of the best and most
unforgettable experiences.

.«
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Stop In and Check Out End of Summer Specials
MOUNTAII

Hflf® O,
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BIRKENSTOCK
Marmot *ag& mmny
patagonia
THEI

■i

il Select Items up to 40% off*limited sizes and quantities

International Photo
Contest!!

Going 10 the game'' Vv.mi In
earn some extra cash ? The
nation's leader in college
marketing is seeking an
energetic, entrepreneurial
student in promote products
before sporting events
• (ireal earnings
" Part-time

• No sales involved
American Passage Media. Inc
CMnpuv Kep Program

Seattle. WA

Open to
JMU

students,
faculty,
and staff!

Share your overseas photos
for a chance to win!

800.487.2434 Ext.4651
c»mpu«r»pWiineTlc»np»J$»9e.coin

Personal Attention In A
Comfortable Atmosphere
General Orthopedics
Sports Injuries
Hand Therapy
Back & Neck Care

Contest Rules:
•Entries cannot be larger than
4"x6"
•Entries can be b&w or color
•Photo must have been taken in a
country other than the USA!
•No more than three entries per
person
•Entries must be received by the
CMISS office (Warren 245) by 4
p.m. on Thursday, September 21!

Burn & Wound Care

1*0*
\l&

\\

Flexible Hours & Scheduling
We File Most Insurance
Claims For You
BACK IN ACTION
PHYSICAL THERAPY

564-1600
755-F CANTRELL AVE.
(Next to Hardees)
HARRISONBURG, VA

434-7234
1 344 East: fVlcwK^t: Street
Or» Shercrton Acc«ss Rodd
Or->* ^flt from Campua

\sV

a«A, j£

gC&V

Winning entries will be on display
in Carrier Library during JMU's
third annual International Week
(Sept.23-0ct.2)!

For complete details, visit the photo contest website at
vwwjmu.edu/international/iweek2000/photocontest/
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Coming Attractions!

REVIEW

What's up and coming for
the fall box office scene

'Saving Grace' a good
reason to grace theaters

BY ZAK SALIH

contributing writer
Relax. Just because summer is over
doesn't mean movie theaters shut down.
Films don't dwindle away once the summer season closes. If anything, they get better. Fall is typically the start of Oscar season, when studios release their meatiest
films geared to steal the praises of critics
everywhere, and while this explosion usually doesn't start until late October, it's not
unusual for studios to get a head start. The
following is a preview of September's cinema highlights — everything from comedy,
to action to horror and drama — all with
the potential to be box-office hits or misses.
"The Way of the Gun" (Sept. 8) — Benicio Tel Toro and Ryan Phillippe are two
money-hungry criminals who kidnap an
expectant mother for what is sure to be a
healthy ransom. Things quickly change for
the worse when mercenaries (led by James
Caan) are sent by her family to deliver the
money. Expect furious action and fantastic
gunplay when criminals and mercenaries
collide in this film directed by award winning screenwriter Christopher McQuarrie
("The Usual Suspects").
"Nurse Betty" (Sept. 8) — Renee Zellweger stars as Betty, a nurse with a teenage
crush on a soap opera hunk, played by
Greg Kinnear. When Betty's husband's
criminal activities infiltrate their lives, Betty
runs to Los Angeles in order to meet her
crush, while at the same time being trailed
by a pair of hit men (Morgan Freeman and
Chris Rock) trying to "tie up loose ends."

This comedy won for best screenplay at the
Cannes Film Festival.
"Almost Famous" (Sept. 15) — "Jerry
Maguire" director Cameron Crowe returns
with his first film since the 1995 hit. "Almost
Famous" is the story of a young teenager
(Patrick Fugit) who aspires to be a rock and
roll writer for Rolling Stone magazine and
soon becomes immersed in both the glory
and the grit of the 1970s rock scene. This film
also stars Philip Seymour Hoffman ("Magnolia") and Frances McDormand ("Fargo").
"Bait" (Sept. 15) — A blend of light comedy and fierce action, "Bait" stars Jamie
Foxx as Alvin Sanders, a prisoner used by
federal investigators as bait to lure in a mastermind criminal who managed to steal
millions from the Federal Gold Reserve.
"Urban Legends: Final Cut" (Sept. 22) —
The follow up to the 1998 slasher flick about
a murderer whose killings are reminiscent of
urban legends, "Final Cut" presents a group
of college students whose lives are in danger
and must race to discover a killer's identity
before he kills them all. This film follows a
typicaly Hollywood format: the spawned
sequel of a teen horror film that holds the
same formula as the first and might not
appease fans of the previous film.
"Remember the Titans" (Sept. 29) — A
post-"Hurricane" Denzel Washington takes
another dramatic rum, this time playing the
head coach of an integrated football team in
a formerly all-white southern high school.
Look for strong performances and a powerful story in this drama of race from blockbuster producer Jerry Bruckheimer.

BY CARRIE DODSON

contributing writer
To describe a film as an intelligent
comedy about marijuana may sound a
bit paradoxical, however, "Saving Grace"
is precisely that. It is a unique blend of
wit, romance, sorrow, camaraderie, and
of course, a lot of joint-induced hysteria.
The result is an interesting and amusing
romp through the world of British film
making that is much more than "Half
Baked" with a British accent.
Brenda Blethyn ("Secrets and Lies")
plays the seemingly mild-mannered,
proper English woman Grace Trevethyn
who has been recently widowed. In a
memorable opening scene, the funeral
introduces Matthew the gardener,
played by Craig Ferguson, a.k.a. Nigel
Wick, the cockney boss on "The Drew
Carey Show." Matthew proves to be the
main vessel of humor throughout the
film. More than just a mischievous
Scotsman interested in smoking up
occasionally, he rallies the town in an
effort to save Grace from her mounting
financial troubles. •
Enter cannabis. Luckily for Grace, she
is the "best gardener in the world" and
forsaking her prized orchids and tea parties, she and Matthew invent a scheme to
pay off her recently inherited mortgage.
The plan, which starts with the innocent
assistance of a master gardener, soon
snowballs into a greenhouse full of hydroponics, illuminated every night by an
artificial lighting system that glows like

the aurora borealis.
Obviously in this small village on the
coast of England, nothing stays secret for
long and soon everyone knows. In order
to make her plan come to fruition, Grace
decides to go to London and find a dealer
so she can reap the benefits of her crop
(awful pun intended).
Amusing incidents ensue. The funniest being when the town shopkeepers
come to have tea with Grace and mistake the massive plants in the greenhouse for a rare sort of tea. The formerly
prim madams go into fits of uncontrollable laughter when questioned by the
bank CEO who is trying to track down
Grace, all the while wearing "googly eye
glasses" and munching on com flakes.
All of this finagling results in lots of
people looking for Grace and her secret
stash. Finally, after all of the madness surrounding Grace, a strange turn of events
ensues that is not quite what you are
expecting.
"Saving Grace" is a wonderfully brilliant comedy about a woman rediscovering herself and her place in the community. Aside from the interesting plot, hilarious wit, and wonderful acting, it is also
spiked with beautiful scenery from the sea
cliffs and fields around coastal England.
Written by Mark Crowdy and Craig Ferguson, and directed by first timer Nigel
Cole, "Saving Grace" shows that a movie
centered around marijuana doesn't always
have to involve burnt out stoners or senseless repetition of the word "dude."

■
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ART

MUSIC

THEATRE

MOVIES

DANCE
> Oil by John Bell: Sycamore
House Gallery - Tues.-Fri. 10
am.-6 pjii., Sat. 11 ajn.-5 pm,
free.
>• Works by professional artist
Elijah Gowin, sophomore Lesley
Golenor, and sophomore Ryan
Mulligan: Zirkle House New
Image, Artworks and Other Galleries - Mon.-Thurs.. noon-5
pm. Fri. & Sat., noon-4 pm.. free.
>• "The Images of Text"; Sawhill
Gallery Exhibit, Duke Hall Mon.-Fri. 1030 am.-430 pjn.
Sat. & Sun. 130 pm.-430 pm..
free.

► JMU Faculty Recital: Wilson
Hall - Thursday. 8 pm.. free.
>• JMU Faculty Musical Theatre
Recital: Wilson Hall - Sunday, 8
pm.. free.
► Lounge sessions with guest deejays and emcees: Artful Dodger Sunday, 11 pm, donations accepted.
► Utris with guest OA.R.: Mainstreet Bar and Grill - Wednesday,
10 pm. $7 cover, $5 with student ID.
>• Sundried Opossum: Mainstreet Bat
and Grill - Saturday 10 pm. $5.

► New Dance Festival:
Latimer-Schaeffer Theatre
Friday & Saturday. 8 pm..
$6 with JAC card, $10 general admission.

► Graf ton-Stovall Theatre; "Fantasia
2000." Wed. & Thurs. 7 and 9 pm. $2;
"Mission Impossible 2," Fri. & Sat. 7 and
930 pm., $2; "Chinatown," Sunday. 730
pm.. free.
> Regal Cinemas Valley Mall: "Bless
The Child." "Dinosaur." "Gone in 60 Seconds," "Hollow Man" The Patriot." The
Perfect Storm." $5 before 6 pm, $725
after. Call 434-7107.
>• Regal Cinemas Harrisonburg 14:
"Autumn in New York." "Bossa Nova,"
"Bring It On," "Chicken Run." "Coyote
Ugly," "Godzilla 2000," "Highlander:
Endgame." "Nutty Professor II: The
Klumps," "Saving Grace," "Space Cowboys," The Art of War." The Cell," The
Crew," The Replacements," Thomas and
the Magic Railroad," "What Lies
Beneath," "Whipped," $5 before 6 pm.
$725 after. Call 434-7661.

If you would hke an event featured m 'Style Weekly/ send a letter eh Style section; AnthonySeeger Hall; MSC 6805; JMU; Harrisonburg, VA 22807- include date cost and
location of the event.
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Need Cash?
ATM Inside

JMU STUDENT DISCOUNT

533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1025 S. Main St. • 574-3178

BRING IN THIS flD WITH YOUR JflC CARD
TO RECEIVE 10% OFF YOUR NEXT
PURCHASE OR fl FREE RUNNER'S CORNER
T-SHIRT

THE

Safe place to get cash
24 Hours
\IAH

Making it easier everyday!

Harrisonburg Baptist Church
Picnic on the Lawn

»o*rJp°

Stupents welcome to attend and enjoy free food
Sunday Sept 10th 4-7:30pm
• Dinner at 6pm
•Volleyball and games
transportation is available if needed*
Worship Services:
Sunday 8:30am &. 1 lam
433-2456
Sunday School 9:45am 501 So Main Street
(Just a few short blocks from JMU)
www.harrisonhurghaptist.com

PARKING

ANTHONY
SEEGKR

MAIN ST

DAVES
TAVERNA

DUKE

433-6323
HOURS: MON-FR110-5:30, SfiT 10-4, SUN CLOSED

Wanna Win Some
Money??
UPB's Annual Homecoming

Talent Jam Featuring
Mike Ravbum!
Coming Oct. 5 to
Wilson Hall
Be a part of the show.
Bring your tapes, CD's,
or videos of your
original act to the UPB Office
(Taylor 203)

by Friday, September 22
Questions? Contact Rachel @ x7824 or
E-Mail: francord@jmu.edu

SPANKYS

..jt
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LOOKING TO (jET INVOLVED?LEARN MORE ABOUT THE OVER 290 CLUBS ON CAMPUS!

UDENT
GANfZATfOM
fGHT

TONIGHT!
5-8PM -■ THE COMMONS

EORMORE INFORMATION. CALL STUDENT ORGANIZATION SERVICES AT 563-3/57
send a

Olde Mill Village
Join the march to Olde Mill Village...
where many of Virginia's Finest live
in student housing's finest!
TM

DAfcT
or a

PAT
ABfeeze

Nt-ix-tung Uiv James Madison I ni>crsil>
community for o»cr 75 >carv

TRAX Concert line
(804)295-8729
TRAX is located at 122
nth St Sw

Charlottesville.VA
www.Trax.rlc.net
Wed Sept 6: Pa* P>

Cra\Av\

Our apartments have amenities galore:
Pedal on the level - no hills to climb or
interstate to cross.
Only four blocks to campus.
Air conditioned and heated with energy
efficient heat pumps.
Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
Mini-blinds on all windows.
Basketball court.
Paved parking spaces.
Pre-wired for ethernet access to campus.
Telephone and cable outlets in each room.

• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all
apartments.
• Well lit parking lot and walkways.
• Convenient bus service to campus and

Valley Mall.
• No sliding patio doors.
• Large laundry room/storage area in each
unit.
• An easy 10 minute walk to campus.
• k small community where the manager knows
most tenants by name, and personally
checks all maintenance requests.

Bcrnd w/
elor\

Thurs Sept 7: Jazz Poet Society w/
Myson
Fri Sept 8: Deep Banana Blackout

Mon Sept 11: Marvelous 3 a SR-71
w/Tsar
Fri Sept 15: Hcldie From Ohio w/
Mary Sue Twony

Sat Sept 16: Earth to Andy w/
Mars Needs women
Fri Sept 22: limmie's Chicken
Snack w/ TneTTrnies
Sat Sept 23: LaJip* uiskt! Cloie
Thurs Sept 28. Virginia Coalition w.<
Buzby

Sat Sept 30: mv DOG LUCV W/
LOC/WIOTI^E
Mon Oct. 2: Nine %cuu ut/ 2>&Ue>i

Thurs Oct. 5: Kar( ^crtson'J

Tiny QnWene

11A South Avenue,
'%

Harrisonburg

DVANTAGE REALTY

(540) 432-9502

ANAGEMENT GROUP
INC.

www.oldemillvillage.com

IOA4MM

Advance Tickets available at
Plan 9, Harrisonburg Town &
Campus Records or charge
by pbone 1-877-MUSIC77
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II
Proud of our delightful dfnfnq setting
special
I
Proud of our 3.75 any lunch with beverage Tuesday lunch
Come In for great Thumdav specials
n partv room perfect for parents weekend

•

ART VOU INTO IT?
A volunteer program lor kids who care.
Help your child to do something fun and
important while helping the community.
Encourage them to volunteer or volunteer
with your child. For more information
on how you can get your kid into it,
give us a call at 1-800-77-YOUTH.

\\fewJ&t>yjJL Week

ii^U^i^tici^At week
\idvwJ&<>idL Week

\*dtA*s*XLc**l \Nttk

1
I

4 H i* o p«OQ"om of ttV
Coope'Oliv* Erfemion Sytiem

1

1 Breeze

' Reaching the Jantes Madison University
comiminily for over 75 years.

How about the Martial Arts of Asia,
Studying Abroad, a Third Annual
JMU World Cup Tournament,
or Celtic and African Music ?
..fDedicatedto
(Romance...

i)

Premier Bridal,
Formalwear and
Lingerie Salon

$10 OFF
Formalwear
withJMUID
Limit one coupon per gown.
(Offer not available
on previous purchases.)
Expires October 30,200ft

Valley Mall (Pebbles' Court)
434-6664

Mil International Week
September 23-October 1
www.jmu.edu/intcrnotionfll/iweek2000

ff-%te/v*wltv0ftAi week
\yAL\+J&Ci>jJL week
ItJet+Jtle+ttl Week

IfJtwStlc^Al Week
I^Xevh^Cticfx/Ji week

\yU/^A^jJL Week

\<ri*M»J&o*sdL Week
tiJevhM^Ci^AL week
\i&A+M<A*aJL Week
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"Anyone who was there knows
we weren't running it up."

•- Spoiling the lead
Freshman Dennard Melton
turns a beating into a massacre

MICKEY MATTHEWS

football coach
page 35

Page 35

Dukes edge Iona, ASU to win tournament
Dukes take 7-0, 3-2 victories en route to JMU/Sheraton Four Points Hotel Invitational
BY AARON GRAY

contributing writer
The men's soccer team
defeated Appalachian State University this past Sunday in the
JMU/Sheraton Four Points Hotel
Classic, 3-2. Despite light rain in
the second half,the pace of the
game was fast as both teams created numerous scoring opportunities. The Dukes suffered from
injuries as defenders Ed Fox and
Jeff Kinney sat on the sidelines
with possible
season-ending
injuries. With
the defense
struggling,
head
coach
Tom Martin
has looked to
his offense to
lead the way.
Senior striker
Atle
Rognerud converted
the
clutch goal to put the Dukes up 31 in the 70th minute. Senior midfielder David Wood brought the
ball up from defense to streaking
senior Randy Steeprow who
crossed the ball in to the goal
mouth. Rognerud then collected
the ball and blasted it to the near
post past ASU keeper Greg
Brooks (2 saves).
"Because of the field condition
and bad weather, we couldn't

-a

rotate as many players as we
wanted," Martin said. "Tactically, it hurt us but we walked away
with the win."
Wood (1 assist, 1 goal) also
converted a penalty kick in the
64th minute after Rognerud was
taken down in the box on a
break-away. In the 22nd minute,
a 15-yard shot off the foot of
senior striker Brandon Wright
(five shots) hit an ASU defender
and ricocheted into the net.
The Dukes had good possession and control
■ from the start.
In the second
half,
the
momentum
shifted
and
both squads
were playing
— Tom Martin physical soccer.
soccer coach The
Mountaineers accumulated
24
fouls in the contest and three yellow cards.
The Dukes out-shot ASU 1711 and controlled the offensive
pressure for most of the game.
Unfortunately, senior mid-fielder
Niki Budalich was added to the
injury list after he was tackled
and twisted his knee.
On Friday, a packed house
witnessed JMU take on Iona University in the first round of the
tournament. The squad opened
their season with a 7-0 shellack-

With two games in three
days...well take the welldeserved the win

JESSICA CHlL.ES/cunlrihuiinnpholographe

Senior midfielder Brandon Wright moves in on an Iona defender. The Dukes pumeled the Gaels, 7-0.

ing as Rognerud and junior strik-_goal, 1 assist) found Rognerud (5
er Sami Ojala each scored twice shots, 2 goals) in the goal box for
in the match.
a header to put JMU up 3-0 with
JMU scored three times in a 18 minutes still left in the half.
14-minute span in the first half to
The defense, led by junior
open the game. In the 13th Reggie Rivers, held tight
minute, a scramble in front of the which helped preserve keeper
net resulted in a Steeprow goal to Josh Kovolenko's shut-out.
put the Dukes up 1-0. Budalich Rivers made several runs up
converted a penalty kick 17 min- the left flank and jump-started
utes into the game after he tucked many offensive charges for the
a low shot past ASU keeper Paul Dukes. Sophomore John
Orbacz (8 saves). Budalich (1 Ambridge and freshman Rob
Overton also
stepped up for
the defense.
Wood and
junior mid-fielder
Michael
Goodwin
(2
shots) controlled
the middle and
did a good job
of spreading the
field. Their possession strategy
set up numerous scoring chances for the strikers.
"I was very pleased with
Friday night's performance,"
Martin said, "with two games
in three days, all the injuries
and the rain, we'll take the
well-deserved victory."
Ojala (3 shots, 2 goals)
scored both his goals in the final
10 minutes of action. Junior
mid-fielder Zane O'Brien came
JESSICA C'H ILESIcontrihutinx phoiographer
off the bench to score in the 74th
minute to complete the scoring
Senior midfielder Joshua Reynolds evades an Iona defender en route to the win on Friday night.
assault.
The Dukes followed that game with a 3-2 defeat of Appalachian State to win the JMU Invitational.
Kovolenko had a solid week-

a

end in front of the net makine
eight saves with only two goals
allowed. Sophomore keeper
Brandon Barber saw some net
time in the Iona match generating
one save.
With a large roster and
plenty of depth, the number
one goal for this year's squad
is to make some noise in the
NCAA tournament. They are
not a young team and Martin
hopes the experienced players
will lead the
- way. Some
true tests for
the
team
will
occur
later
this
month when
Virginia Tech
and
Virginia
— Tom Martin
Commonsoccer coach
wealth come
to town.
" W e
have a very
difficult schedule and we need
to stay healthy,"Martin said. "
It's too early in the season to
know anything so we just
have to take it one game at a
time."
Next up for Martin's crew
is a visit to George Mason
University to participate in the
George Mason Kappa Classic.
Hofstra University and Rhode
Island Univeristy await the
undefeated Dukes. The next
home game will be against St.
Francis University on Sept. 20
at 7 p.m.

We have a very difficult
schedule and we need to
stay healthy
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^ FRATERNITY FORUMS

?

ny Come see what \n
we're all about!
Tues. Sept. 5th (today):

Outdoor Festival n~2
LUed. Sept. 6th:

Commons u-2
* —

\

o

/FIJI nKA nKO XAE ZX IN ZOE 0X ZBT\
Any questions contact ban Simpson IFC Recruitment Chair at
simpsods@jmu.edu or check out www.jmu.edu/ucenter/sos
\

/
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PREVIOUSLY
OWNED BUT
S^ILL A
CLASSIC?

TIPS FOR MOTORISTS

Wf PAY TOP DOLLAR FOR USED CDs,
DVDs, VHS MOVIK, VINYL & CASSfT fe
•'-

PLUS OVER IffiO TITLES ON SALE EVERYDAY INCLUDING: Avail Common.
Creed. Deftones. DMX Eminem. Eve 6. Macv Gray. Joe. Morcheeba.
Moby. Nine Days. Papa Roach. RNCP. Sisqo. 3 Doors Down and morel

MUSIC ACCESSORIES! TICKETS! TRY BEFORE YOU RUYI
/
In Kroger Shopping Center
1790-96 E. Market Street
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-9999

confidence, pride,

[gritj
■
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and plenty of time
to shower before calculus.

t.-

In Army ROTC. you'll get to do some pretty challenging stuff.

"When you drive, particularly at night around
populated areas, watch for sudden, unexpected
movements by pedestrians."
"Scan the road widely and often, and prepare for the
unexpected."
"Slowdown!"
(NHTSA, 1998)
Sponsored by the James Madison University Health Center and Department
of Police and Public Safety. Funded by a grant from the Virginia Department
of Alcoholic Beverage Control.

5^ a Cop
All black and white
copies for students.
September 2-8

Stuff that builds character and discipline. Not to mention
muscles. You'll also learn how to think on your feet and be
a good leader. Talk to your Army ROTC advisor to find out
more. And get ready to sweat a little.

Available at ZSH, Main Copy Center
.
and CISAT A-2

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.

Call Captain McRae 568-6094
or email mcraerh@jmu.edu

Main Copj Center -Medical Arts Suite 31 x3263
Showker Hall (Rm. 203) x3285
Health & Human Sciences A-2 (Rm. 1002) x8731
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Come in for nightly
Raw Bar Specials!
Sandwich Specials

EVERYDAY

Wings .25tf each
z
<;o\d
W
d°
or 1/2 d°*
0>
^°
(eat in only)

Crabcake Sandwich $6.25
BBQ Chicken Sandwich $4.95
Fried Oyster Sandwich $4.95
Smokehouse Burger $5.25

Need a ride?
Check out

All Sandwich Specials include I side of your choice

Salads

Covk
*<•»»•>

Every Tuesday
Jimmy O' 10p.m.
30 W. Water St. Harrisonburg
7 Days a Week. 11 a.m.-2 a.m.

All you can eat
Salad/Pasta Bar $4.99
Grilled Hot Dog & Fries
Combo $1.95

HMMnMMl

5PHM9HP

www.hdpt.com

Vegetarian Dishes Available

Wednesday 6th
Todd Schlabach 10p.m.
Friday 8th
Gypsy 10p.m.
Every Tues. & Sun.
Crab legs $9.99 lb.
Sunday Brunch
11 a.m - 3 p.m.
Catering Available

to view the latest
bus schedules on
line!
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Attention Freshmen, Sophomores S- Juniors:

We WANT TH6 frefrT!
♦ Do you love JMU?
♦ Are you ready to represent your class?

Studies hard. Plays harder.
JMU Bookstore
Wren Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540-568-3989
www.apple.com/education/store

Think different.

♦ Want to work with the best and the
coolest of the senior class?

TH6 SeNlOF. 6LA5S 6HALL6N6fe £001
Neeps YOU!
If interested, come by our table at Student Org Night
TONIGHT, call x3 1 74 or e-mail scc@jmu.edu for more
information.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
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JMU Students
For voting registration info, see www.y2vote.org

Y2U0TE
If you don't do it, who will?

Federal Voting Assistance Program

SHOW YOUR
COLORS!!!
Present this coupon for a
FREE FACEPLATE
in your choice of color,
when you sign up for service at

CELLULAR
Exclusive
Student Calling Plans!
• Better Coverage
• Better Service
• Better Value

18,000
PEOPLE WILL SEE
THIS SPACE

TODAY
Shouldn't ijour ad be
here?
Call S65-6127 for advertising information.

£ Breeze

i(« .« Illng [lit I Jinr-s MadisUII I in* i i .il >

community for over 75 yean.

Visit our convenient
Harrisonburg
locations:
Spotswood
Valley Square
(near Kroger)
433-7676
Valley Mall
(near Belk
Court)
433-0550
Wal-Mart
(Valley Mall)
574-2299
Super
Wal-Mart
(Rt. 42)
432-1683
Some restrictions apply
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CLOVER LEAF CHECK CASHING

Checks Cashed!

THE
MADISON CONNECTION
WANTS

Large variety
| of phone cards |
as low as

a minute

°>M&m

Compare &
Save!!!

YOU!

COPIES MADE-FAXING
■a AVAILABLE WM
MONEYGRAMS

81 Soulh Carlton St.
Harrisonburg.VA 22801
\JtU/ TtfltJU
Store Hours:
(located in former ABC Store)
Mon-Fri 10-8 • Sat 1 I 6

(540)442-1450

"The Invisible Secretary"
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES
Lenore A. Dowds
455 Eckert Circle
Harrisonburg.VA 22801

• Reports /Thesis / Editing

Now hiring for the Fall 2000 semester
Do you love JMU? We want you! The Madison
Connection is a group of student leaders that call
alumni, parents, and friends of the university to raise
funds for JMU's academic and athletic programs.
Flexible hours (no mornings!), great pay,
advancement opportunity, BE PART OF A TEAM!

• Resumes / Cover Letters
• Desktop Publishing

Tel. 540* 442* 1299
Fax. 540 • 442*8700

• Brochures / Graphics

o*L0iV,

Check our web site to apply online

www.jmu.edu/madisonconnection

• Proposals / Contracts
• Manuals / Manuscripts

For additional information, call X3440
or email dannunah@jmu.edu

Available 7 Days A Week

Tech Level I
Tutorials
Passing this test is part of the General
Ed neat ion Cluster One requirements.

To assist you in passing the Tech Level I test, free
tutorials are available during the times listed below.
Tutorials will cover word processing skills, presentation
software, and basic computer knowledge.
The Tech Level I test will be available at the end of each
of these sessions.

Tuesday, September 5th from 5 - 7 PM
Thursday, September 7th from 5 - 7 PM
Tuesday, September 12th from 5 - 7 PM
Thursday, September 14th from 5 - 7 PM
Tutorials will be held in
ASHBYHALL COMPUTER LAB-L7
If you have questions about these tutorials or the Tech
Level I requirements, please email teeh-one@jmu.edu.

-<£-
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Eagles rendered flightless
Dukes make the most of a Division II Lock Haven squad
in front of11,000 fans at Bridgeforth Stadium Saturday
Broken Wings. Broken Records
Here are five records that were
contested and broken on Saturday:
- Career JMU receptions = 164
for Earnest Payton (previously
158 by David McLeod)
— Fewest total yards by a JMU
opponent = 69 (previously 71 by
St. Pauls, Oct. 4,1986)
— Fewest first downs by a JMU
opponent = 2 (previously five by
Frostburg State, Oct. 23,1976)
— Largest margin of victory = 72
points (previously 69 against
Morgan State, Sept. 2,1995)

XRIS THOMAS/pfcXD editor

Senior Earnest Payton had six receptions for 181 yards including a
EAGLES, from page 1
grasp on the offense," Matthews
said. "Charles has been playing like
After enduring last season and that all summer. He's gone some
sitting half the time with injuries, it practices hitting 15 or 20 passes in a
was nice to get off on the right row. He will continue to improve."
foot, or any foot for that matter.
The longest pass of the first half
Berry said after missing a cou- for Berry put the Sports Media
ple reads at the beginning of the Relations staff to work on the hisgame, probably due to first-game tory books. His 44-yard bomb fell
jitters, he began to ease into the into the lap of senior receiver
game. "I feel like I got my game Earnest Payton, who broke JMU's
settled down," he said.
career receptions total of 158 by
Matthews was more than David McLeod (1990-'93). Briefly,
happy with Berry's performance. the chant of "Ear-nest Pay-ton
"I think Charles has a good (clap. clap, clap, clap, clap)" went
through the student section.
"Earnest is a great competitor,"
Matthews said. "Every time we
throw him the ball he's going to
make something happen."
Payton finished the day with six
receptions, 181 yards and one TD,
which came on the game's longest
pass for both Berry and Payton.
On JMU's second possession
of the second half, Payton caught
a screen pass from Berry at the 50yard line. He juked past a couple
defenders, shed a small contingent of would-be tacklers,
stopped and bought a game-day
program from the Girl Scouts of
America, checked the names of
the players he burnt, picked three
more victims, and proceeded to
leave them at the 13-yard line
checking the program to see how
fast he runs the 40.
While the passing game was
ridding its closet of last year's
skeletons, the running game
XRIS THOMAS//>to>to editor attempted to prove that the loss
of Curtis Keaton ('00) would not
Senior Delvin Joyce had 176
be a cause for concern.
all-purpose yards on Saturday.

50-yard touchdown and his 159 reception, a JMU record.
As planned, the offense used
an array of looks in its primary
running game that stupefied the
Lock Haven defense. The highlights of the running game came
from two newcomers to the
Dukes' lineup: Lackawanna
Junior College transfer junior B.J.
Minor and West Virginia transfer,
sophomore Brannon Goins.
"I'm glad he's here," Matthews
said of Minor. "When he's healthy
he's a big time running back."
Minor was apparently slowed
by various injuries, although his
performance could throw that theory out the window. Minor carried
the ball five times for 84 yards, and
three touchdowns. The bulk of his
production came on a 61-yard
scamper, in which he ran into
teammate Marc Bacote (senior,
receiver) and through three
defenders before getting into the
open field and sprinting down the
center of the field to the end zone.
Goins also had a stellar JMU
debut, rushing 17 times for 129
yards and one touchdown.
"I did exactly what Coach
Matthews had me do," Goins
said. "Run the ball."
Of his first game in Bridgeforth, Goins said, "I love playing
here, the fans are great."
As the offense pounded the
Bald Eagle defense, the JMU
defense made the opposing offense
a non-issue. The Eagles were able
to muster 15 total yards of offense
in the first half. Their lone firstdown came on a JMU penalty. For
the game, the Eagles managed 61
yards of offense, a record low for a

— PATs (points after touchdown)
made = 10-tied (Gallaudet, Nov.
16,1974 and Morgan State, Sept.
2,1995)

JMU opponent — St. Paul's had 71
total yards on Oct. 4, 1986. The
records are all frivolous to the
team, though.
"The big one we worry about
is points," defensive coordinator
Dick Hopkins said. "The stats
are fruitless."
Despite the big numbers, or
lack thereof for Lock Haven, the
play of the defense was not a concern going into the game. Hopkins wanted his defense to concentrate on the situations, especially the three-and-outs.
"Third down is the big one,"
Hopkins said. "You want to get
off the field as fast as you can."
You could safely say that the
defense controlled third downs
fairly effectively. Lock Haven was
0-12 in those situations.
"I thought they got off blocks
real well and I'm sure they'll get
nothing but better," Matthews
said. "We needed it more offensively than defensively. You
needed to win, play a lot of passes. We were executing pretty well
on offense."
The 653 yards that JMU
racked up on offense was 4 yards
shy of the team record of 657 set
in the victory over St. Paul's in
'86.
From here, the Dukes get set to
play Liberty next weekend.
"They (Liberty) have a new
staff and we'll only have one tape
to prepare off of," Matthews said
"1 know that Liberty likes to pass
a lot and that JMU has had trouble with them a lot."
JMU hasn't played Liberty

since 1992, a 31-34 home loss.
Overall, JMU is 6-5 against Liberty.
On an unfortunate note, it looks
as if the Dukes will have to go for a
while without starting tackle,
sophomore J.P. Novak. Matthews
said Novak probably has a broken
leg, suffered in the second half.
"J.P. is a great player that has
had a great summer," Matthews
said. "He's the leader on the line
and it would be a huge loss. He's
a great kid, one of the more popular persons on the team. Losing
him is a big loss."

KATIE WILSON/ senior photographer

Kicker Mike Glover's ten extrapoints tied a JMU record.
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STUDENT MANAGERS NEEDED

EVERYONE

For the Women's Basketball Team

HAS AN OPINION

High school basketball
playing or managerial
experience preferred.

For more info:
Contact Coach Russ
Sarfaty at 568-6513
or stop by the
Convo, Rm. 115

What's YOURS?
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR CAN BE

DROPPED OFF AT THE BREEZE
■'■'.,

Everyday Unlimited

■

61

Double^Coupons
Raise money for your
club/organization by
promoting products and

events on your campus
• Great earnings
• Set your own hours

• No sales involved

American Passage Media. Inc

Campus Rep Program
Seattle. WA

800.487.2434 Ext.4651

campusrep" ameticanpassage.com

-w

DOWNTOWN
ATHLETIC

Downtown Athletic
Store Welcomes
BackJMU
Students!

20% OFF n
Entire
Store
Sale ends Labor Day

A Family Run
Business in Central
Virginia for Over 56 ^i
Years
438-1460
University Plaza-600 H
University Blvd
(next to Costco)

v

Sec store
Food «■ Drug

tor detail*.

up to and including 50^

FOOD
SALE
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Vball takes fourth
Days-Inn Tourney

FIELD HOCKEY

Dukes win three straight matches
to take their fourth Days Inn title
The CAA Champion
Dukes were not expected to
repeat their title by the preseason coaches' poll. The
team, however, expects to
have something to say about
that.
JMU began play this
weekend on the same pace
as last year winning three
straight matches to defend
their Days Inn/ JMU Volleyball Classic title.
On Friday the Dukes
began their season against
the Black Bears of Maine,
defeating them 15-11, 15-4,
15-4. Junior middle hitter
Danielle Heinbaugh tallied
11 kills and freshman outside hitter Dana Jones posted a 10-kill performance in
her collegiate debut.
In the final match on Friday, JMU edged out Niagara

15-9, 15-12, 13-15, 15-5.
Heinbaugh posted a careerhigh 18 kills and sophomore
setter Jessica Evers added a
career-high 12 kills.
On Saturday, JMU met up
with
conference
rival
Delaware for the tournament championship, with
the Dukes retaking the title
15-9, 14-16, 15-11, 15-6.
Heinbaugh beat her day-old
career-high in kills when
she posted 21 against the
Blue Hens. After the match
she was named the tournament's most valuable player
and was named to the alltournament squad along
with Evers and Jones.
The Dukes will play Friday when they participate in
the Penn State Invitaitonal
against Navy.
—FROM STAFF REPORTS

JMU beat Quinnipac 10-1 in
their second straight win on Sunday.
Senior Liz Sanders scored
five goals, tying a JMU school
record.
Goals were also added by
seniors Whitney Diebolt,
Theresa Dinallo. junior Amy
Ziegenfuss and sophomores
Elise Van Ballegoole and Caroline Weirch.
Diebolt also contributed an
assist as did junior Traci
Forchetti and sophomore Ryan
Shean added two.
The Dukes outshot the Braves
29-2 as the starting goalkeeper
for JMU senior Amanda Latz
only faced one shot in her 35
minutes. The Dukes travel to
Ohio State on Saturday.
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Want to be paid to watch sports?

Come write for Breeze sports

Call the Sports Desk

at X6709

WOMEN'S SOCCER
University of California's
Laura Schott scored fourgoals and added an assist
to lead the Bears to 12-0
trouncing of the Dukes.
The Dukes were outshot
27-3 and California converted on a remarkable
44.4 percent of their shots.
The Dukes finished the
weekend against San
Diego State on Sunday.

STUCK BEHIND THE TALL GUY

ask for Andrew or Travis

ANDREW TUFTS

How to ruin a 58-point lead in nine seconds
They tried, 1 swear they did. They tried
everything possible to stop it.
But no matter how hard they tried,
there was one thing the Dukes couldn't
do on Saturday. It got to the point where
it was painful to watch them finish the
game. You could see how much it was
killing them, too.
For all their efforts, for every play they
tried not to run, the Dukes just couldn't
stop scoring touchdowns on a wounded
Bald Eagle squad.
"They just kept fumbling the ball, so
what are you going to do?" senior quarterback Charles Berry said. "We just tried
to run the clock out."
At half time, JMU had a solid 30-0
lead, and I saw my colleagues getting restless, just waiting for Coach
Matthews to call up to the press box
and ask one of us to come play quarterback for a few downs.
The call never came. Some kid with
two yellow "Rs" on his back and a
"U" on his chest got called out of the
section four, row 13, seat 6 and got a
block on B.j. Minor's 61-yard scamper. I wept in the press box.
What did happen, though, is JMU rattled off 42 more points, on its way to the
largest victory in team history.
It's not like Lock Haven was making it
hard on them either.
The Dukes started five of eight touchdown drives inside Eagle territory. Five?
On six of their touchdowns it took less

than five plays to get to paydirt.
When I looked at the scoreboard
and there was 9:58 left in the game, I
started praying for sophomore quarterback Mike Connelly to take a
knee. That seemed to be the only
way the Dukes were going to stop
scoring.
"Anyone who was there knows
that we weren't running it up,"
Matthews said. "We would have
been
happy
with a 58-0
win."
5 8-0?!
Happy? I know
there's a lot of
expectations
coming off a
championship
season like the
one
JMU
enjoyed
last
year, but does
Mickey expect
his men to put
up monolithic numbers every week?
Of course he doesn't, that would be
just plain silly. But the question remains,
if 58 was enough, why 72?
With 10:33 left the Dukes were well on
their way to the 58-point win Matthews
would have been satisfied with. But, if
there was one person who would rum a
nice 58-0 win into a 72-0 schalacking, who
would it be?

-u

feet 58-point lead now, would we?
A freshman. Of course a freshman.
They can't do anything right, can they?
The nice thing about a game like
Saturday is that you can joke about
So it was a freshman, linebacker Denit, with tongue planted firmly in
nard Melton, who ruined the Dukes'
cheek. Everybody knows the Dukes
beautiful 58-point win. With merely 50
won't score 72 points a game, and
seconds left in the game. Melton internobody expects them to. Regardless
cepted a William Teschner pass and ran
of the score, the Dukes proved a
it 32 yards for the touchdown.
multitude of things to the BridgeWhat's the matter Dennard, you couldforth crowd — and themselves — on
n't bat the ball down or run out of bounds
Saturday.
at the 1-yard line or at least slip on the
Number one: the Dukes returned
turf like everyone else had dur- a defense that is still at the top of its
ing the last
game.
Number two: the four-headed monster
59:10?
The
in the backfield (Delvin Joyce, Brannon
audacity.
Goins, Minor, Robert Carson) will be able to
Could Mickey
have handled a
replace the numbers put up by Curtis
Keaton last year, and dumbfound defenses
65-0 win?
in the meantime with their array of looks.
That question
—Charles Berry remained unanNumber three: JMU has two
senior quarterback swered, because
healthy quarterbacks, in Berry and
Connelly, who went a combined 21only nine sec25 on Saturday for 241 yards with
onds later, on the
»
three returning receivers to
ensuing kickoff,
choose from.
Melton picked
And if all else fails,
up a fumble by returner Derrick Shields
give Dennard enough
and returned it 10 yards for another
chances and he'll score
touchdown. Fourteen points in nine sec1.56 points a second
onds, now that's production.
for you.
Was Coach upset with his freshman's
scoring onslaught?
~^
"We were kidding around with him if
he was going to retire," Matthews said.
Andrew Tufts is a senior SMAD major who
Maybe he should, we wouldn't
had three carries for 19 yards in Saturday's
want another freshman ruining a perwin over Lock Haven.

They just kept fumbling the ball, so
what are you going to do?...We just
tried to run the clock out.
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This kids
got a record!

Grocery Outiat

Featuring close-outs from
the grocery industry that

SAVE YOU MONEY
New items arriving constantly. All
items 100% satisfaction guaranteed.

fiiu . a
his grades

We Accept Food Stamps

Be a Sharp Shopper and
Squeeze Your Hard Earned
Grocery Dollars

It takes you — and programs that work!

® 2475-A South Main St., ^^
Harrisonburg, VA
(Beside Pharmnouse)
(540)434-8848

Call 1-800-WE PREVENT,
and we'll send you a free booklet
on how you can.support programs
in your community that keep kids
away from crime and crime away
from kids.

LESS CRIME IS
NO ACCIDENT

"EXTENDED HOURS**
Means more opportunity to SAVE!
Mon.-Fri. 8:00 am to 8:00 p.m.
Saturday 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Sunday.
CLOSED

untan
I complicated one, that drags on?

BE A SHARP SHOPPER

What if you face significant
hardship unless relief is granted?
Then you may qualify for

Mon.-Fri. 11-8 p.m., Sat. n-6
Call for directions.
433-5550

our Taxpayer Advocate Service,
which protects taxpayer rights
and ensures fair treatment.
Your

HuncLreds of New & Used tapes smd cDs

personal

Taxpayer

Advocate reviews the situation
from your point of view. The

Giajlt and l^fge-sized imported iqusic

same person works with you

movie postei

until the issue is resolved fairly.
A Taxpayer Advocate can be
requested for individual or

Nftw posters arriving every we<
Very \ast speoaUirdefservice m no
extra charge
T-shirts, m^g^zines. blankjafies & more

The IRS is ready to help you straighten
things out.
For any problem that relates to
your tax return, your first step is to

business taxpayers.
Do you qualify for this service? Ask
your tax prcparcr or phone toll-free
1-877-777-4778.

call, write or visit the IRS. Most
questions will be simplv resolved,

II TAX PAYER

then and there
But what if the issue is a more

HOVOCATE
ISER VICE

Everyday low, low prices
the Internal Revenue Sen Ice uS| Working to put service first

Most CDs $13.99

CAMPUS
20 West Water St. downtown Harrisonburg!

LIFESTYLES

THKAT

Friday, September 8-

Tuesday, September 5

Sunday, September 10

JMU Jazz

Batman

434-8777
«' Coun Square
Ham»onburaVA 22801

Today's Birthday — You're full of great ideas this year, so fix
things up the way you want them. Make plenty of notes in September
and find the resources you need in October. Create some surprises
around December so you can relax in the lap of luxury in January.
Fulfill a fantasy to make the money in February and follow another's
direction to gain even more in June. A stern taskmaster pushes you to
succeed in August.

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day,
0 the most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 7 — You have

W another tough battle to
Wyf fight. The weapons you'll
JJ // neeci are vour cnarm and
brilliant smile. Use your wits,
too, and your courage. Look your
adversary straight in the eye.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23)
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
A
A -Today is a 10 —
Q 4? You're surrounded by
•• love, but you may also
encounter criticism. Some of it
may come from your own head!
Well, it's a good day to learn. If
you realize you've been doing
something the hard way, don't
complain.
T

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)

^_ . Today is a 6 — The more
Jj^^vnu count your money,
^P^thi' more Ihmus von want
to add to your shopping
list. How can this ever work?
Well, you might be able to
scratch something off that list.

Today is a 6 — Although
you have a good team,
your victory is far from
assured. For one thing,
it's hard to get funding. Use a
disappointment to steel your
resolve. You don't have to take
no for an answer, but you might
want to work on your argument.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 7 — Although
I you're lucky in love,
keep your passions private. Others don't want
to hear about them, especially at
work. If something's happened
that's worth writing home about,
do that, but save the letter.
Besides, it might be a good basis
for a short story — or a romance
novel.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)—Today is a 7 —
^v- Although you feel feisty,
*)P^7 don't let .i barrage of
" " feelings loose. Your boss
may already suspect that you
want more freedom. Instead of
causing a problem, think of a
solution.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
e^ Today is a 6 — You're
^yjr, smart, but you're also up
;; against a difficult puzzle.
Just when you think you
have it all figured out, something
changes. But now that you know
that, you can work it into your
plans.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)

Today is an 8 — Your
travel plans could be
thwarted, or complicated.
Tomorrow's better for
traveling anyway if you have the
option. Besides, new information
could change your destination.
Don't be upset. Be flexible,
instead.

nPfc

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

Today is a 7 — If you can
keep your mouth shut
just a day or two longer,
" you'll improve your position. Do the homework, too.
Although romance is a distraction, you should be able to find
the time.

Today is a 7 — You and
friends could be in for a
rude awakening. Just
when you think you
have everything figured out,
there's a new wrinkle. Don't
worry. All you need are more
fact, figures and another great
idea.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)

>,. Today is a 6 —
■ Although you have
things well figured out,
you may have trouble.
Somebody seems determined to
argue, maybe just to make trouble. That's what it seems like to
you, anyway.

^
Today is a 5 — Figuring
i|T«VvOut which way to turn
^j' may be hard. Does the
^^ person who signs your
paycheck deserve your blind
obedience? Or, should you
follow a partner's directive?

1

—Tribune Media Services

| Coffeehouse

Orange Robinson
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Hold firmly
6 Sentry's
command
10 Jolts
14 Lightweight
15 Toast topper
16 Pulitzer winner,
1958

1

49
51
52
54
57
59
60
61
66
67
68
69
70
71
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

4

1

5

1/

7

23

,s

18

24

I1

25
■ ?<J

28
32

33

37

38

1
■
8

•

■ 20

Obtains
Needy
Porky's girlfriend
Tender regard
Crown
Mah-jongg piece
Mr. van Winkle
Rub out
Warns
Dweebs
Wind dir.
Interstate
Lofty poem
Actor Sal
Nastier
Conclude from
evidence
"_ Miniver"
Clinches
Bog
Language of
Katmandu
Used a press
Central part
Filled with wonder
U.S.
commonwealth
Spend time
indolently
Church recess
Ethical
Ogler
For fear that
Low joint
DOWN
Letters for
Republicans
Have regrets
Common
conjunction
Symbol of regal
power
Mexican coins
Film genre
Ring legend
Vault

3

14

17 Walker
19
20
21
23
27
28
29
31
32
35
37
38
40
43
44
46

2

'

47

35

-' ■ 49

57
60
66
69

9
10
11
12
13
18
22
23
24
25
26
30
33
34
36
39
40
41
42
43
45
46

1

Added shading
Big cats
Order of business
Makes a new knot
Open_!
Outdo
Color fabric, '60sstyle
RR depots
Artist's medium
Run away
Pretentious
person
Sunday seat
Strong desire
Transgression
Ewe's mate
Precious stone
At some prior
time
Low grades
Scottish Gaelic
Ramble
Moveablewing
surface
Pierce with a
sharpened stake

50

1

58

e,

42

64

6b

v>

44

"

41

36

■

5?

13

«

39

48

12

L■ „

43
46

11

22

30

34

.

9

1 •>■<■■>': BM
55

56

59
62

63

1

:
,o

68

"

Solutions to last week's puzzle
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s
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1

|| P

L A

47 Scandinavian
country
48 Decorative
horizontal band
on a wall
50 Hush-hush
53 Calyx segment

S E

55
56
58
62
63
64
65

1

M E

Kitty
Scent
Mislead
Double curve
Irritate
Ripken, Jr. or Sr.
Bullring cheer

JOIN THE GRAPHICS STAFF
call Ryan at x6749
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Gqrao
lurnitutr and home &

'400 tve^mcn Parkway • fat Worm, Toxao 76110 • (S17) 561-9660 « *AX (817) «>l-96?3

SunChase Apartments
1941 Sunchasc Drive
Harrisonburg, VA. 22801
To the residents of SunChase Apartments School is starting, the weather's changing, and another chapter begins
in your new collegiate life. Amidst all the confusion, stress, and
tension of moving, new schedules, classes, teachers, and friends, the
last thing you need is to have furniture missing from your beautiful
new apartment home. Indeed, furniture is missing from your new
home - and you want to know how soon it will be complete, and the
reason for the delay. Cargo understands.
We want you to love your new home-away-from-home, and we're
proud to have been chosen to furnish it for you!
Due to
overwhelming product demand, we were unable to completely furnish
your apartment prior to your move-in date. Every effort is being
made to remedy this situation, and your home should soon be
complete. Please accept our sincere apology for any inconvenience
this may cause you. We are certain you will find your Cargo furniture
to be well worth the wait!
Again, our deepest apologies to you, your families, friends, and others
who may have been inconvenienced.
With Warmest Regards,

Lisa Thornton
President
Cargo Furniture & Home

A Tanaycrofts Company
www.cargohome.com

*

CPPOHfUNITr

442-4800

rnsc
.IK.I.VK.UIII

FOR RENT
3, 4, or S BR Units Available Furnished or unfurnished. Rent
starting at $150/bedroom. Apple
Real Estate. Inc. 540-433-9576.
165 Ohio Avenue - 4 bedroom,
$9O0/$9O0. Call 879-9548.

FOR SALE
Beer Sign*, Glasses, Banner* •
Steins, Shirts. Valley View
Antiques, 434-7261.
Ethernet Card* from $15 cables from $5. Fat-Cat Computers.
8010681.
Furniture. Quirts, Jewelry, Pictures,
Kitchen Stuff - Valley View
Antiques, 2 miles east of Valley
Mall on Rt. 33, 434-7261.
Great Clothes for Fall! Gift &
Thrift, 227 N. Main.
1993 Ford Explorer XLT • 4 dr..
V6. power windows, p/dl, red
interior. Excellent condition. New
brakes, tires. $8,900. o.b.o.
442-1279.
Immaculate 1992 Dodge Dynasty
well maintained, new tires, under
$4,000. 29»9723.

HELP WANTED
$1,500 Weekly Potential. mailing
our circulars. Free information. Call
202452-5901.
Par! Time Delivery Person - for local
furniture store. Call 433-0909.
Local Full-Service Landscape
Company - has part-time positions
available. Please call 432-1679 for
more information.

University Parking Service* - is
currently seeking students interested
in working for the Parking Staff. Apply
on the web at www.imu.edu/parkmg
or in person at our office in
Shenandoah Hall. Call 5683553 or
e-mail thompsanffjmu.edu for
additional information.

Employment - Child Care - Area
families are looking for fun-loving,
creative students who will enjoy
providing day, evening, weekend
child care. Call ChiWCare Connection
now at 433-4531. If you were
registered with us previously, please
update your listings.

Let Your Computer Work for You!
Internet users wanted, $500 $6000/
month, wviw.eamleampfofit.com

Earn Up to $500 Par Week assembling products at home. No
experience. Info, -504-646-1700,
Dept. VA-4806.

Now Hiring - University Market,
1320 Port Road. Apply in person.
Part-time (FLEX) Realdent
Counselors - for adolescent male
group home in Staunton. 30
minutes from JMU. Excellent part
time Job for individuals seeking to
make a positive difference in the
lives of young men. Enperience
desirable. Send resume to
Intercept Shenandoah House. PO
Box 95. Staunton, VA 24402,
Handyperson for Odd Job* - your
hours. Good pay, 568-3068.
Students to Help on Horse Farm in exchange for lessons and riding
privileges. 30 minutes from JMU.
Opportunity to show and foxhunt.
Very flexible. Call 828-3223 for
information.
Recreation Counselor - FT,
evenings, some weekends.
Responsible for scheduling and
implementation of resident
recreational activities, as well as
direct care for adolescent males in
a therapeutic group home 30
minutes from JMU. Recreational
experience desirable. EOE.
Competitive salary and benefit
package includes free medical and
dental insurance. Send resume to
Intercept Shenandoah House. PO
Box 95. Staunton, VA 24402.
Skyline Gymnastics Instructors will work with ages 3 17. Call
433-3427.

Nud* Models Needed for Art
Classes •
No experience
necessary. Part-time work. $9.00/
hour. Models are needed for a
variety of class times, but
especially from noon to 3:30 p.m..
Tues/Thu. Call 568*312, Tues/
Thu. 4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m or
Wed.. 1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. Leave
message at other times. E-mail
szmagaka@jmu. edu.
Aerobics Instructors Needed Step and Cardio Kickboxing.
EveryBody's Gym. 574-2496.
Seeking Graduate Student • to
provide care for two small boys in
our home. Flexible scheduling. Gas
allowance.
Past
childcare
experience preferred. Personal
transportation and good driving
record a must! Call 568-3899 or
540-248*324.

LOST & FOUND
Absent Minded Professor Loses
Wlndbreaker - that was a gift from
son. Dark blue, gortex, zip front.
Greg Versen, Social Work, HHS
2137.X6954.

SERVICES
Computer Repair - CampusNet
cards, cables, installation. Quick
response. Call 4787242.

Word Processing/Data Entry - 90
100 words per minute. Quick
turnaround time. Professional
service, great rates, 442 1279.
Guitar Lessons - Cheap, fun, easy!
Learn mainly by ear. Beginners
through intermediates. Close to
campus (downtown). Call Bill,
280-9914 (pager).
Shenandoah Bicycle Co. downtown Harrisonburg, 437-9000.
New and used, sales and service,
rental bench available, group rides.
Looking for a DJ - for Melrose,
formals, and all other parties? Call
Scott at 574-4743 or e-mail
scottJMU@aol.com.

NOTICE
For more infnrmalion and
assistance regarding the
investigation of financing
business opportunities, contact
the Better Business Bureau. Inc.
I-80O-5.1.V55OI
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SPRING BREAK 2001

For only $30 for third class mail,
or $75 for first class mail, you
can receive a full year of
The Breeze'.

Attention JMU Ladies • Are you
tired of "college boys"? If you
prefer to date guys your own age.
then I'm not the one for you. But,
if you prefer someone more
mature, then read on. What I am
looking for: To start with, an
available female (not someone
who wants to cheat on her
boyfriend). Height-wise let's say
51" to 5'7". Average build, and of
course, cute. I am looking for a girl
to hang out with, and have some
fun doing the simple things in life.
Going out for a nice dinner, going
to movies, and I'm open-minded to
doing whatever you like to do. Are
you tired of "cheapskates", or
guys who are just broke? Myself, I
enjoy spending money on a
woman, assuming she's not taking
advantage of me. In other words, if
I am your new guy and we are
going out, you will not need a
dime. (Don't take this as bragging
about money, just letting you know
I enjoy taking care of a woman, in
all respects, including when it
comes to money.) Now a little bit
about me. Here's the good news: I
am not fat, not ugly, and not a
psycho. I'm |ust a guy who is not
interested in hanging out in bars,
and tired of meeting women my
own age who have tons of
baggage. I am 31. I live in
Harrisonburg, and have no kids. I
keep pretty busy, but can always
make time to spend with a special
lady! And know this, I am not
looking for 10 girlfriends. Just one
girl to spend some time with and
have as a part of my life. Could that
person be you? If interested, contact
me at agoodguy4you@hotmail.com.

Please send your name,
address & money to:

Place a Classified Ad in

Jamaica. Cancun. Florida.
Barbados, Bahamas, and Padre
Now Hiring Campus Reps
Earn 2 Tree Trips'
Free Meals_Book by Nov 2nd
Call loc FREE tnio pack or van us on-line
■nmjunsptarirouruan
1-800-426-7710
Spring Break 2001 - Hiring On
Campus reps. Sell trips, earn cash,
go free! Student Travel Services.
America's #1 student tour operator.
Jamaica. Mexico, Bahamas, Europe,
Florida. 1-800-648-4849.
www.gospringbreak.com
Early Spring Break Speclalsl
Cancun & Jamaica frpm $389!
Air, hotel, free meals! Award
winning company! Group leaders
free! Florida vacations, $129!
springbreaktravel.com
l«00-6786386.

PERSONALS
Tan Day Method - seeks drummer
and guitarist. Serious inquiries
only. Call 568-3777 or 568-7892.

WEB LINKS

Your Bicycle Needs Lovel Come
to Shenandoah Bicycle Co.
437-9000.

Check Out
The Breeze's
New Web Site!

Subscribe to
The Breeze!

www. thebreeze.org

SPRING BREAK
Early Speclalsl Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 days.
$279! Includes meals, parties!
Awesome beaches, nightlife!
Departs from Florida! Get group go free! spnngbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386.

The Breeze

The Breeze

James Madison University
Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC 6805
Harrisonburg. VA 22807

56&6127

ii

My friend's got a girlfriend
and he hates that #@$%&,
he tells me everyday."
- the Offspring

APPLY TO BE

TECHNOLOGY

Got Issues?
"Rose Knows"- advice for life
on relationships and love,
coming soon!
Send your questions to:
The Breeze, Style Section
"Rose Knows"
MSC 6805
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
Or drop them in the Style Editor's box, Anthony-Seeger
Basement

MANAGER
OF THE BREEZE
BY MONDAY, SEPT.

11

SEND RESUME AND COVER LETTER TO:
THE BREEZE,

G-l ANTHONY-SEEGER

CALL X6127 FOR DETAILS
APPLICANTS SHOULD HAVE
STRONG COMPUTER SKILLS
AND KNOW MACINTOSHES
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•Our newest community
•4 Bedrooms with individual leases
•4 Private bathrooms & 1/2 bathroom
in common area
•Community Center with exercise
facility, game room with pool tables,
foosball table,wide screen TV, full
kitchen, computer lab, conference
room & business center

mmuam
•4 Bedrooms with individual leases
•4 Private bathrooms
•Community Center coming in 2001
with exercise facility, game room,
computer lab, business center &
conference room

^0mi

►4 Bedrooms with individual leases
•2 Bathrooms
►The best deal in student living
•Close to campus
•Rent starting at $249 per month

OFFICE HOURS
1068 N Lois Lane
Mon.-M.9ajn.- 8:30 p.m. 432-0600
Sal. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
v|tH our U^R*
www.lbJllmKcd.com
%

